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Global musical market
The history of cultural performance is about 
as long as the history of humankind. The 
emergence of new media and platforms 
results in the constant creation of diverse 
cultural content (e.g. movies, games, TV 
broadcasts, online content), amid which 
the tenacity of the performance genre 
has allowed it to stay relatively intact. The 
musical, within the lengthy history of the 
performance, is possibly the only genre 
that has evolved in tandem with its medium. 
Europe’s industrial revolution in the 18th 
century quite literally changed the world. 
The opera, which had been a cultural pillar 
of the nobility, the class that had dominated 
European society, gradually changed into a 
comprehensive art form for the new middle 
class—which had suddenly emerged as a 
moneyed group of individuals who were 
eager to spend their newfound wealth—in 
the form of operettas, revues, vaudeville, 
and burlesque. These new offshoots of the 
opera, upon crossing the Atlantic, eventually 
took shape as today’s musical, a genre that 
is, according to Encyclopedia Britannica, 
“characteristically sentimental and amusing in 
nature, with a simple but distinctive plot, and 
offering music, dancing, and dialogue.” The 
global musical industry’s business structure 
is based on venues with at least 1,000 seats 
that are capable of featuring one production 
for a prolonged period. Today, it is made up 
of Broadway in the United States, the UK’s 

West End, several smaller markets in the EU, 
Australia (as an agent-centric business), 
and the Asian market, which is represented 
by Japan and Korea and may soon be joined 
by China, an up-and-coming musical market 
that is now gaining attention.

Development of the Korean musical
The Korean musical, in the modern sense 
of the word, is generally regarded as having 
started in the 1960s through the activities 
of the Yegreen Troupe. The Yegreen Troupe 
performed only original Korean musicals, 
which were broadcast on TV, and was often 
highlighted in entertainment news segments 
due to its high popularity. Its members, 
who were experts in various aspects of 
music, dance, and theater, were employed 
based on a salary system. For the troupe’s 
most famous work, Come to Me Softly and 
Secretly, it first released the theme song as 
a soundtrack (record album) to promote the 
musical. Because of this, Yegreen Troupe was 
responsible for musicals in Korea starting 
out as highly accessible works that were 
written and produced by Korean composers 
and performed by a large, corporate-style 
organization.

In the late 1990s, the Korean musical market 
developed the three characteristics for 
which it is known today: 1) introduction of 
Broadway’s musical production system (and 
staff) by Samsung Entertainment Group 
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to start producing large-scale l icensed 
musicals, 2) featuring of original creative 
musicals at small  theaters through the 
efforts of diverse theatrical groups, and 3) 
“localizing” of foreign licensed musicals by 
adapting them so that they resonate with 
and satisfy Korean audiences. These three 
characteristics, after the immense success 
of The Phantom of the Opera, a large-scale, 
long-term licensed musical, in 2001, quickly 
led to the “industrialization” of the Korean 
musical and established the foundations for 
the unique structure of the Korean musical 
industry.  The Korean musical  industry 
eventually, through the expansion of its 
scope via licensed musicals and constant 
development of original creative musicals, 
became not only creatively capable but also 
financially independent.

The Korean musical developed significantly in 
a relatively short period of time. The market 
for Korean musicals is globally competitive 
thanks to Korean spectators, who have a lot 
of pride in domestic productions, favoring 
original creative musicals and the impressive 
abilities of Korean musical actors. The biggest 
reason behind the world-class qualities of 
this market is Korea’s rich traditions of song 
and dance, which were key agents of social 
solidarity in pre-modern society: funerals 
always included singing by pallbearers and a 
unique dance that was done while smoothing 
out the soil over the casket by stepping on 
it. Singing was an integral part of communal 
labor, and most kinds of gatherings included 
dancing and games. Korean musicals are so 
popular today that there are tourists who 
come to Korea specifically to see a particular 
production or even a favorite actor.

The future of the musical industry
J a p a n  i s  h o m e  to  t h e  l a rg e s t  m u s i c a l 
market in Asia and the third largest in the 
world (after the US and UK). While Korea’s 
musical industry is not as large as Japan’s, 
there is nevertheless a noteworthy demand 
for musicals, of which approximately 300 

(including original creative and licensed 
works) are staged per year. China, meanwhile, 
is well on its way to becoming a musical 
powerhouse, with aggressive government 
f u n d i n g  a n d  u n l i m i te d  p o te n t i a l .  T h e 
development of the Chinese musical market 
is expected to bring about major changes in 
the musical markets of Asia and the world.

The musical markets of China, Japan, and 
Korea each have their own unique strengths: 
Japan, as the leading Asian player, has 
extensive market know-how grounded 
in Western influences; Korea has skilled 
personnel and the ability to create its own 
musicals; and China has large amounts 
of both funding and content, serving as 
the basis for countless original musicals. 
Although it may seem rash, in a sense, for 
Asia to dream of taking the top spot (in terms 
of both content and marketability) in the 
global musical (a genre native to the West) 
industry, it is, nevertheless, a goal that the 
Asian musical powerhouses must achieve in 
order to ensure long-term survival—making 
it vital for the three East Asian countries 
to work together on a “One Asia Market” 
policy. Cooperation between Korea, which 
is skilled in musical production, and China, 
which wants to expand its market through 
original musicals, will be especially important 
in ensuring the success of this One Asia 
Market. The creation of tripartite regional 
hubs/clusters, each of which is imbued with 
the three countries’ strengths and based on 
joint production, a joint distribution system, 
and cooperation of personnel,  and the 
combination of such systemic sophistication 
with Asia’s treasure trove of content may 
be enough to shift the center of gravity of 
the musical industry from the US to Asia. 
Compared to the 160-year history of musicals 
in the West, Korea’s 60 years of experience 
makes its musical industry a “spring chicken” 
that has just started to see signif icant 
growth. We have every reason to believe 
that the global musical industry will soon be 
dominated by a fresh yet experienced face.
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RED BOOK

The musical Red Book  is set in Victorian England and 
depicts the growth of a female writer who learns to speak 
out against a world of criticism and prejudice. Book and 
lyrics were written by Han Jung-seok and music was 
composed by Lee Sun-young, who collaborated again 
after gaining recognition for their hit The Goddess 
is Watching . The plot, characters, and music are all 
organically intertwined and show off this team’s creative 
talents. Red Book caught the public eye from the very 
start, when it was selected by the Wooran Foundation’s 
musical development program for its unique story and 
attractive characters, and has continued to receive 
positive reviews from theatergoers and critics alike. 
In 1894, Anna comes to live in the city after her fiancé 
annuls their engagement because she is not a virgin. 
Whenever she feels weary and lonely, she renews her 
spirits by recalling memories of her first love. One day, 
Anna meets a young conservative gentleman named 
Brown, who encourages her to join “Lorelei Hill,” a literary 
society for women. She writes a novel based on her racy 
memories. But in Victorian England, where even the 
mention of female body parts was considered taboo, 
Anna’s work and the Red Book that published it receive 
strong social criticism and her safety is endangered. As 
time goes by, she falls in love with Brown. With his support 
and her belief in herself, she matures into a writer unafraid 
to voice her thoughts.
Red Book is a love story between a free-spirited woman 
and a conservative man with different values who 
nevertheless learn to understand and respect each 
other. The genre of the musical is romantic comedy, but 
the 19th century background, strong-willed characters, 
and serious themes add seriousness and depth to the 
work. In particular, Anna’s honesty about her desires and 
questioning of the era’s social discrimination and prejudice 
make her a refreshing character rarely seen on a musical 
stage, which is why she receives overwhelming support 
from female audiences.

PRESENTED BY ATEOD

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR                  
Song, Eun Do
PRODUCER
Lim, Byung Woo / Han, Kyung Sook
PRODUCTION PRODUCER              
Lee, Seo Yun
BOOK & LYRICS  
Han, Jung-Seok
COMPOSER & ARRANGEMENT  
Lee, Sun-Young
DIRECTOR  
Park, So Young
MUSIC DIRECTOR  
Yang, Joo-In
CHOREOGRAPHER   
Hong, Yoo-Sun
SCENIC DESIGNER             
Lee, Eun Kyung
LIGHTING DESIGNER   
Jung, Goo Hong
PROJECTION DESIGNER              
Lee, Soo Kyung
SOUND DESIGNER   
Han, Mun Kyu
COSTUME DESIGNER   
Do-Yeon

Total Cast 14

HIGHLIGHT CLIP
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W
riter Han Jung-seok, Com

poser Lee Sun-young

INTERVIEW

Joyful Partnership Based on Difference
Red Book

The musical Red Book is a story about the 
value of understanding and mutual respect 
when two very different characters meet and 
acknowledge their differences. Playwright 
Han Jung-seok and composer Lee Sun-young 
also have opposite personalities and creative 
styles, and it is this difference that leads to 
such entertaining storytelling. We interviewed 
Han and Lee, who are close friends, about 
Red Book. 

How did you two start creating this work?
Han: In 2015, we got an offer from the Wooran 
Foundation to participate in a creative musical 
development workshop. At the time, we were 
already working on a rather dark musical, so 
we wanted to do something opposite: bright 
and funny comedy. In this workshop, we had 
to produce the lyrics and melody of one song 
per week. Under such a tight schedule, I 
thought I should choose a topic that I enjoyed 
and was already familiar with—that’s why the 
main character is a writer. I wanted her to be 
someone who wrote honest and provocative 
stories, and we built up the character from 
there.
Lee: At the time, most of the musicals being 

produced were serious, so we thought 
the time was right for a romantic comedy. 
I remember we wanted something fun and 
cheerful, and we wanted the drama and 
music to be organically intermeshed like flesh 
and blood. Our previous musical The Goddess 
is Watching had been written for a small-to-
medium stage. This time we wanted to do 
something for a medium-to-large stage that 
could hold a chorus. Personally, I thought 
Goddess  had too many songs for men, so 
this time I wanted to include a beautiful solo 
number for a female lead. 
Is there any particular reason why you 
chose 19th century Victorian England as 
your setting?
Han: If we were going to feature a writer who 
battles the prejudices of society, I thought 
we could increase the dramatic conflict if we 
placed her in the most conservative society 
possible. That’s why the Victorian Age came 
to mind, since it was the most conservative 
and disrespectful of women’s rights. While 
doing background research for this work, I 
developed an interest in women’s rights and 
social participation. Initially, I’d planned a light 
romantic comedy which happened to be set 
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in that era, but as we developed the story, our 
focus shifted to women’s rights and Anna’s 
attempt to fulfill her dreams as a writer.
I see numerous themes in this work; which 
do you consider most important?
Han:  In the case of Anna, we have her 
success story as a writer, but we also have her 
journey to loving and acknowledging herself 
for who she is. I wanted to show a character 
who is not swayed by social standards and 
judgment, and who can fight with conviction 
and follow her growth in a convincing and 
humorous way. 
Lee: Accepting people who differ from me, 
and accepting myself even if I differ from 
others—I think that’s the most important 
theme. In The Goddess is Watching , we 
repeatedly used visual vocabulary such 
as “see” and “be seen.” In contrast, this 
work emphasizes auditory terms such as 
“listen” and “speak” and communication. 
We tried to musically and dramatically show 
the characters trying to understand and 
communicate with each other.
What is the meaning of the title Red Book?
Han:  At f irst, we began with the simple 
image of a pornography magazine. However, 
the color “red” has many different layers of 
meaning. To one person, it could signify love 
and passion; to another, it could blood, or 
sadness. We thought the color red in itself 
allowed for diverse interpretations, and that 
such diversity fit the meaning of this work. 
After watching the show, some people will 
think that the title refers to Anna’s book, other 
will think it is a reference to love or passion. 
We want audiences to go home with different 

meanings.
I’m curious how you two communicated 
when creating this work.
Lee: Since we had to produce one song per 
week, I couldn’t wait for the complete script 
to arrive in front of me and start composing. 
After making a rough plot and treatment, we 
decided where to place the main musical 
numbers. From there, we added pieces of 
dialogue and music. I first wrote the main 
songs that would form the backbone of the 
work, and then thought of how variations 
of these themes could be repeated and 
arranged for other scenes.
Han: In some songs, we created the situation 
f irst and then Sun-young wrote a song 
to match it. In others, she composed the 
music first, to which I’d add lyrics. We would 
communicate frequently and give each other 
feedback while working on our individual 
tasks. Then we’d meet up, fit the pieces 
together, and fine-tune everything one by 
one.
Do you have a favorite scene and number?
Han: Mine is “Anna, tell me a story.” Anna 
tells her elderly mistress Violet a spicy story 
from her love life. The matron has lived a dry 
and joyless life, but feels renewed passion 
and energy from the romance and ultimately 
encourages Anna to write. It was the most 
agonizing song to write because so many 
different emotions are involved. We had so 
many discussions about it, and I was really 
satisfied when the results turned out well. 
It was fun seeing the song build up and get 
more rhythmical. Just as Anna’s romance 
tale vitalized Violet, we also gained renewed 
energy in the process of making this song. 
Lee: My favorite song is the last number of 
Act 1, “I’m a Promiscuous Woman.” When 
we were creating this scene, Jung-seok 
suggested that Anna scream out, “I’m a 
promiscuous woman,” and I totally freaked 
out. I  had no idea how I  would put that 
into melody. But when the earlier scenes 
took form and got into place, this song felt 
so natural and refreshing. When Anna’s 
repressed emotions finally explode and she 

shouts against the oppressive world, it feels 
like such a catharsis.
Red Book developed from a showcase, trial 
run, and finally to the formal performance. 
What changes were made in its evolution?
Lee: In the showcase, we featured several 
numbers in thirty minutes. It was only during 
the trial run that we were able to stage the 
story we really wanted to tell. In the third 
staging, we trimmed off the repetitive and 
overdramatic segments and condensed the 
tale.
Han: In the trial run, we weren’t concerned 
about the length and did every thing we 
wanted, including a lot of comedy and 
s l a p s t i c k .  T h a t  m a d e  t h e  m u s i c a l  to o 
long. Later, we got rid of the less essential 
elements, and by focusing on the important 
parts, the show became more rhythmical.,
When did your love for the musical first 
begin, and what do you find attractive 
about this genre?
Han: From childhood, I loved stories and 
wa n t e d  t o  p u r s u e  a  c a r e e r  i n v o l v i n g 
story telling. One of my options was the 
musical. Working with a partner to create 
numbers, then working with actors to create 
a show—this process was really exciting. 

The more I do this work, the more I realize 
that the musical genre is a truly enchanting 
experience for those who make it and those 
who come watch it .  I  want to continue 
creating this magic for everyone.
Lee: I happened to participate in a musical 
production by chance. That opportunity of 
connecting with actors and staff to create 
music was so enjoyable—I became hooked. 
It was a different kind of vibe from when I 
compose music alone. I continue to work in 
the musical industry so I can experience more 
of this energy.
A re  yo u  c u r ren t l y  wo r k i n g  o n  o t h e r 
projects? What your plans for the future?
Lee:  I  have a project idea that I’ve been 
keeping on hold for a long time, ever since 
The Goddess is Watching. It’s a fun and witty 
story set in outer space and features the love 
and adventures of a canine astronaut.
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MUSICAL  NUMBER

ACT1

M1. Who Am I _ Anna, Brown, citizens

M2. Call the Night Owl_ Anna, Night Owl, chorus

M3A. Gentleman’s Duty_ Jack, Andy, Brown

M3B. Gentleman’s Duty Reprise_ Jack, Andy, Brown

M4. I Look Forward to You_ Brown

M5. Anna, Tell Me a Story _ Anna, Violet, maids

M6. Write Like This _ Lorelei, Julia, Corelle, Mary

M6A. Mating of the Mantis - Scene score

M7. We are the Ladies of Lorelei Hill _ Dorothy, Julia, 

Corelle, Mary, Anna

M8. I Look Forward to Us– Anna

M9A. Dorothy’s Monodrama _ Dorothy

M9. Love is Like… _ Anna

M10. Boy and Girl _ Dorothy

M11. Oh me, oh my! Oh, Lord! _ All cast

M12. Love is Like… Reprise _Brown, Anna, judge

M13. I’m a Promiscuous Woman _ Anna, citizens 

ACT2  

M14. On an Old Bed _ All Cast

M15. Lorelei _ Lorelei

M16. What a Strange Woman _ Brown

M17. Muse _ Johnson

M18. You’re Like That, Too _ Brown, Anna

M19. Don’t Cry, Johnson _ Johnson

M20. She’s Crazy and Degenerate _ citizens

M20A. Anna’s Agony _ Anna

M21. Tell Me Her Story _ Henry

M22. I Speak For Myself _ Anna

M22a. Jack and Andy Appear _ Scene score

M23. After Reading Red Book _ Jack, Andy, readers

M23a. After Reading Red Book _ Jack, Andy, readers

M23b. After Reading Red Book Reprise _ Brown

M24. Tell us your story _ All cast

M25. Curtain call (On an Old Bed) _ All Cast

M13. 

M22. 
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REVIEW

Red Book poses a question about the true 
meaning of art and human desire. The musical 
poses as a romantic comedy, but its theme 
of understanding and respect for others is no 
light matter. 

Cho Yoon-ju, FN News

With its well-made structure and high level of 
polish, who would guess Red Book is a new 
work? 150-minute running time passes by 
quickly. It uses a saucy story instead of heavy 
edification to prove that laughter is the best 
medicine.

Song Ju-hee, Seoul Economic Daily

Until now, we’ve never seen such a cheeky 
independent woman on a musical stage. The 
bouncy heroine Anna openly expresses her 
sexual desires in the all-original Red Book, 
now being performed at the Daehakro Arts 
Theater Main Hall.

Goh Jae-yeon, The Korea Economic Daily

This original musical also been praised for 
portraying an adventurous and forward 
woman, a character that is rare in the musical 
scene. On the surface, it is a romantic comedy 
about a racy woman (Anna) and a prudish 
lawyer (Brown), but once you peel off the 
humorous layers, the social message is not 
that simple.

Yoo Jung-in, The Kyunghyang Shinmun

Because prejudice and violence against 
women is still prevalent in Korean society, 
Red Book’s message cannot be taken lightly. 
Who knows if there are Annas living close by 
somewhere, perhaps waiting for a court trial? 
Nevertheless, the dramatic mood is bright 
and joyful, not heavy

In Ji-hyun, Munhwa Ilbo

T h i s  h ea r t - wa r m i n g  s to r y  fo l l ows  t h e 
transformation of Anna, who is attacked for 
her brutally honest writing, and has been 
praised as “a work that fits the current social 
atmosphere” and “a musical of the times.”

Kim Mi-young, The Hankyoreh 

Production History
January 10–22, 2017 Daehakro Arts Theater, Main Hall (capacity: 504 seats)
February 6 - March 30, 2018 Sejong Center for the Performing Arts, M Theater (capacity: 609 seats)
June 4 – August 22, 2021 Hongik Daehangno Art Center, Grand Theater (capacity:680 seats)

Awards
2015 Arts Council Korea (ARKO) Performing Arts Creative Studio Script Competition: Best Musical Script
2018 7th Yegreen Musical Awards: Best Female Actor (Ivy), Best Female Supporting Actor (Kim Guk-hee), 
Best Music (Lee Sun-young), and Best Script (Han Jung-seok)  
2018 3rd Korea Musical Awards: Best Musical, Best Female Supporting Actor (Kim Guk-hee), Best Director 
(Oh Kyung-taek), and Best Choreography (Hong Yoo-sun)
2018 Best Original Musical of the Year by The Musical: Best Musical, Best Book (Han Jung-seok), and Best 
Composer (Lee Sun-young)
 
Introduction to the Production Company
Add to Each Other’s Dream
ATEOD is a performance production and invested company that was established with the support of 
the global IT firm NHN. It seeks to produce meaningful high-quality theater content and with its strong 
infrastructure, become a trend leader in the cultural art business. 
Productions
Musicals: It Rains Cats and Dogs; Red Book

Joint Productions
Musical: Another Oh Hae Young

Play: Kanfu Train Ferry
Television Drama: Black Sun

Production Investment
Musicals: 42nd Street; Gwanghwamun Sonata; Beetle Juice; Something Rotten; The Devil; Trace U; Mary 
Shelley; Yujin and Yujin; Spring Awakening; Mama, Don’t Cry; Thrill Me; The Priests; Hope: The Unread 
Book and Life; The Adventure of the Final Problem; Anthemoessa
Plays: Fantasy Tale; Ice; Dressing Room; Vincent River; This Time It’s Real; Capone Trilogy; Art

CONTACT US

E-MAIL ludia.1223@gmail.com

PRODUCTION  HISTORY
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HOPE : 
THE UNREAD BOOK AND LIFE

HIGHLIGHT CLIP

The musical Hope: The Unread Book and Life (hereinafter 
Hope ) is based on the real l ife 30-year-long legal 
battle between the Israel Library and Eva Hoffe over 
the ownership of modern literary giant Franz Kafka’s 
unpublished manuscripts. Although the musical borrows 
the names and historical facts from this incident, Hope 
is not very interested in why the court case lasted 
thirty years or who the true owner of the manuscripts 
is. Instead, the musical focuses on the 78-year-old Eva 
Hoffe and questions why she had not been able to take 
ownership of her life.
Bert Havel is a bestselling author who recognizes and 
admires the literary genius of his friend Joseph Klein, who 
lives in poverty and despair because the world does not 
yet appreciate his talents. When Joseph dies, he asks 
Bert to burn his unpublished manuscripts. However, Bert 
keeps Joseph’s writings and when World War II breaks 
out and Germany falls to Czechoslovakia, he hands the 
manuscripts over to his lover Marie for safekeeping. Marie 
guards the manuscripts during her evacuation with her 
life, sometimes treating them more dearly than her own 
daughter Eva Hope. Together, they try to escape from 
the gunfire and harsh realities of life. But the more Hope 
dreams of a new life, the more she loses everything 
and everyone she loves—and all that remains is the old 
manuscript. 
The musical depicts Hope as a woman who is afraid of 
change yet guards the manuscript with her life. Joseph 
Klein’s manuscript is personified as the character “K,” who 
stands by Hope and encourages her with the message 
“You shine most brightly when you are yourself.” The 
musical was highly praised for its lyrical string melodies 
that delicately draw out human emotions, as well as its 
hefty lyrics. The personalities in Hope’s life are enacted 
by the members of the court jury (the ensemble), who all 
take dual roles. Time naturally moves back and forth from 
past to present and the audience is swept into the drama. 
Hope has been acclaimed for the sensitive depiction and 
complex emotions of its female characters, especially 
since there is less diversity in musical roles for women. 
Korean musical stars Kim Sun-young and Cha Ji-yeon gave 
outstanding performances as Eva Hope.

PRESENTED BY R&D WORKS

PRODUCER   
Oh, Hoon-Sik
BOOK & LYRICS   
Kang, Nam
COMPOSER & ARRANGEMENT 
Kim, Hyo-Eun
DIRECTOR   
Oh, Lupina
MUSIC DIRECTOR   
Shin, Eun-Kyung
CHOREOGRAPHER   
Chae, Hyun-Won
SCENIC DESIGNER   
Oh, Pil-Young
LIGHTING DESIGNER   
Won, Yoo-Sub
SOUND DESIGNER   
Kim, Pil-Soo
COSTUME DESIGNER   
Do, Yeun
WIG & MAKEUP DESIGNER      
Kim, Sook-Hee
PROPS DESIGNER   
Kim, Lin-A / Jung, Min-Ji

Total Cast 10
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INTERVIEW

W
riter Kang N

am
, Com

poser Kim
 Hyo-eun

To be myself
Hope: the Unread Book and Life

A 78-year-old Jewish woman who was a 
survivor of World War II may not have much 
in common with musical audiences of the 
21st century. However, the main character 
of Hope  has touched the hearts of many 
modern theater-goers. Spectators discover 
themselves in Eva’s self-blame and fear of 
change, and feel consolation as she finds 
renewed hope in her life. We interviewed 
writer Kang Nam and composer Kim Hyo-eun, 
who created the solid lyrics and beautiful 
melodies of Hope and gave us the message, 
“ We  s h i n e  m o s t  b r i g h t l y  w h en  we  a re 
ourselves.”

The two of you met in the ARKO-Korea 
National  University of  Arts creative 
musical academy. How did you two become 
a team?
Kang : In this program, writers and composers 
team up in numerous pairs over two months 
to create a song. When creating a musical, 
it is important that the writer and composer 
share a common vision and agree on how 
they will interpret it. When Hyo-eun and I 
became partners, I really got to admire her 
music. Even when she teamed up with other 

artists, I found myself thinking that we were 
on the same creative wavelength. I also liked 
the confidence she has in her work.
Kim : Kang Nam is multi-talented and multi-
faceted. She has seriousness and B-movie 
humor at the same time. She’s modest, 
hard-working, and trustworthy. At the ARKO 
academy, we had a class that explored 
potential subject matter for musicals. The 
story of Eva Hoffe’s trial came up during that 
time and it fascinated us.
What did you find so fascinating about it?
Kang : I was listening to novelist Kim Young-
ha’s podcast “Time to Read Books” on Franz 
Kafka’s “The Trial,” where he mentioned a 
Time magazine article about a lawsuit over 
the rights of Franz Kafka’s posthumous work. 
The article described Hoffe as a problematic 
individual: neighbors complained about her 
noise and smell, and she supposedly insulted 
the dignity of the court by coming to the 
courtroom wearing a coat covered in cat fur. 
But I had questions. Why did people comment 
on Hoffe’s bizarre appearance and not on 
what kind of person she was? Personally, I 
was much more curious about her personality 
than the lawsuit; this curiosity became the 
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starting point of Hope. 
Kim :  From the choice of subject matter 
to the final performance, Kang Nam and 
I did every thing together. We were both 
astounded by the figure of Eva Hoffe. We 
wondered why she had chosen to lead her 
life that way, and found it really strange how 
mother (Esther Hoffe) and daughter (Eva) 
eventually lived similar lives.
What kind of message did you want to 
relay through the real-life character of Eva 
Hoffe/Hope?
Kang : Through Hope’s fervent guarding of 
the manuscript, I wanted this to be a story 
of lost people in search of home. For Hope, 
“home” was that manuscript. Since the 
manuscript was all that she possessed in her 
life, she was probably afraid that if she let it 
go, she would have nothing left but her own 
self. In the end, this musical becomes a story 
of self-affirmation. Human desires grow and 
branch out to different areas as time goes by. 
At times, these desires are not one’s own, but 
the desire of one’s parents, friends, and even 
the world. Since Hope grew up during a time 
of war when life was overturned, she didn’t 
have time to discover her own desires. Even 
when life returned to normal, she never got to 
know what she truly wanted in life.
An interesting aspect of this musical is the 
personification of the manuscript as “K” 
and the character of “Past Hope.”
Kang : In our performance, Hope is the “crazy 
woman.” I thought about what it meant to be 
crazy, and it occurred to me that this is what 
we call people who live in the same space 
but different time dimension. People who’ve 

moved out of the objective flow of things. 
Hope is stuck somewhere between the past 
and present. Life had been snatched away 
from her, but I wanted her to regain her place 
there in the end. With 78-year old Hope at 
the center, K [abbreviation of Joseph Klein 
and Franz Kafka] and Past Hope (Hope in her 
younger years) move around her in circles and 
take turns revealing the past and present. 
Hope looks back at her past and regrets it, 
but when K tells her to break free from the 
past, she ignores him. If we’d had the actress 
playing elderly Hope re-enact scenes from 
her past, we wouldn’t have been able to show 
that she is trying to cling on to the past. That’s 
why we split up the role into two, or even 
three – since K is not just a personification 
of the manuscript, but also Hope. K, Hope, 
and Past Hope are separate characters, 
but in the end, they are all Hope. During 
creative discussions, we first developed the 
character of K as the self-affirmative persona: 
“I’m positive about myself.” Later on, K’s 
personality got more complex as he scolds, 
encourages, and embraces Hope in his desire 
for her happiness. 
Why did you feel the need for an “I’m 
positive about myself” character?
Kang : The media portrayed Eva Hoffe as 
an extremely strong woman. But I wanted 
Hope to be someone like you and me, instead 
of a supernaturally strong character. K’s 
encouragement is actually a kind of self-
praise [since K is also Hope]. I think everyone 
likes to have someone cheering them along. 
Then who would be most suitable for this 
role? I thought it should be someone who had 
known Hope from the beginning to the end of 
her life. And the only one that fit that position 
was… the manuscript. Of course, you may 
question whether we need someone rooting 
for Hope, but I thought this support would 
make the world a brighter place.
Hope goes through so much darkness 
and sadness. How is this reflected in the 
musical concept? 
Kim : There are so many moments of loss 
in the play. Since there’s one sad event 

after another, I felt a need to balance it out 
with music that had a somewhat lighter 
expressive mood. I also wanted to create 
something that was a musical expression of 
myself. At that point, I wasn’t familiar with the 
language of the musical yet, so I didn’t realize 
how reckless I was being. I wanted to keep 
balance in the story without losing my style—
I was overambitious. I concentrated on the 
flow of the story and let myself fall deeply into 
its various emotions when composing each 
individual song, then unified the overall tone 
of the work through musical arrangement. 
The music is very rhythmical, even though 
drums aren’t used.
Kim : The instrumentation includes keyboard, 
violin, viola, cello, contrabass, and acoustic 
guitar. I wanted to experiment diverse things 
without shattering the work’s expressive 
emotional tone, so I used guitar strokes 
and contrabass tapping as percussion. The 
strings were layered to create a misty effect, 
and then voices were added over them 
like musical instruments. This style is best 
represented by the number “Flashback 3.” 
The combination of weighty lyrics and 
comforting melody was beautiful.
Kim : It takes me so much energy to compose 
that once I’m done with a work, I don’t want to 
hear it again for at least 6 months. But with 
Hope, it was different. I wondered why, and I 
realized it was the power of the lyrics. When 
Hope says, “This is me,” my emotions broke 
down. I also like “Pray”. So much concentration 
and thought obviously went into writing the 
lyrics that it was fun attaching melodies to 
them.
T h e re  i s  a l mos t  no t h i n g  i n  co m mo n 
with Hope’s life and that of 21st century 
audiences. So why do you think people 
feel so much empathy?
Kang : Everyone dreams of a better life, but 
there are those who blame and criticize 
themselves more harshly than others for 
not being able to live up to their ideals. “You 
shine just the way you are” may sound corny 
and childish, but it’s something everyone 
would like to hear. Hope is not an attractive 

character. But I feel sympathy and root for her 
because she tries to change in spite of her 
old age and difficult circumstances. 
Kim : This musical can be summed up as “You 
shine most brightly when you are yourself.” 
When I look back to the times I experienced 
deep loss in my life, I realize I suffered greatly 
because I didn’t live as myself. I wasted a lot of 
my life living my life for others and for material 
gain. Now that I’ve broken free from that 
mentality, I find myself getting a little happier 
day by day. So in a sense, Hope’s story is 
similar to mine. I guess that’s why I cried every 
time I wrote the lyrics and saw the scenes 
acted before me.
So many people loved the show. Is there 
any particular response you remember 
from the audience?
Kang : I was pleased when a fan loved the 
show so much that she said she’d come 
watch it again with her mother. At first, Hope 
was the brainchild of me and the composer. 
But now that so many people have seen it 
and given their feedback, I see it from new 
perspectives. I now have to think about how 
to incorporate some of these ideas into the 
work.
Kim : I tear up whenever people say they felt 
comforted by the play and gained courage to 
step into the unknown. It’s not easy to keep 
going during tough times. There is comfort in 
the known, and fear in the unknown. People 
talk about Hope  as the story of moving 
forward despite not knowing what will happen 
next, accepting themselves for who they are, 
and learning to treat others with kindness and 
respect. I am grateful that the audience could 
feel and understand more about the work 
than I’d ever hoped for. I feel like I’ve released 
a drop of positive energy to the world.
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MUSICAL  NUMBER

M1. Eva Hope _ Members of the jury

M2. Why Won’t You Go? _ Hope

M3. Hello _ K

M4. The Neighborhood Crazy Woman Hope _ Hope, 

members of the jury

M5. Joseph K. _ K, Bert, Chorus

M6. Flashback 1 _ K, Bookmark 

M7. Shine So Brightly _ Bert, Marie, Hope

M8. Badum Badum My Heart _ Hope, Past Hope, Chorus

M9. Work Sets You Free   (Arbeit macht frei)

 _ Marie, Past Hope, Jews,    German soldiers

M10. Star of David (Hope Reprise) _ Past Hope

M11. Hello, Friend _ Bert

M12. Flashback 2 _ K, Bookmark

M13. My Home _ Past Hope, Marie, Bert, Hope

M14. Pray _ Marie, Past Hope

M15. Flashback 3 _ K

M16. You Sparkle, Eva Hope _ Kadel, Past Hope, Chorus

M17. What Comes Between B and D? C for Chance! _ 

Auction dealer, Kadel, Pat Hope, K, bidders

M18. Stranger on the Road _ K, Bookmark

M19. Inheritance _ Hope, Past Hope

M20. Unread Book, Unread Life _ K, Hope, people from the 

past and present.

M21. Hope _ Hope

M22. You will Shine, Eva Hope _ K

M23. Verdict _ K, Hope, people from the past and present

M18. 

M21. 
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REVIEW

Hope  has for its motif  the lawsuit over 
the return of Franz Kafka’s posthumous 
manuscripts. But in the end, the musical tells 
that we must find reason for existence not in 
some external factor, but in ourselves.

Yoon Hyun-ji, NewsCulture

The musical, which runs for 110 minutes 
w i t h o u t  a n  i n t e r m i s s i o n ,  g e t s  m o r e 
mesmerizing towards the end. Hope is a 
remarkable female character, independent 
and multi-dimensional--something that is rare 
in musical theater.

Ko Bo-hyun, Maeil Business News

E a c h  o f  t h e  n u m b e r s  u n d e r g o e s 
numerous variations to fit the emotion and 
circumstances. A few lines are sung a capella, 
and this bareness accurately reflects the 
stark situation of the main character, who 
had hitherto been unable to give voice to her 
thoughts and feelings. We end up cheering 
for all the characters who, each in their own 
way, dream of change.

Jang Kyung-jin, Stage Talk

Composer Kim Hyo-eun moves freely from 
classical to popular music and elevates the 
emotions of the world created by writer Kang 
Nam. Director Oh Lupina skillfully weaves and 
ties together the strands of the story, which 
move back and forth from past to present, 
and applies masterful lighting and movement 
to craft a spectacular show.

Lee Jae-hoon, Newsis

Interestingly, the unpublished manuscript is 
personified as the character K. K represents 
Hope, comforts her and encourages her when 
no one else does. K’s words are sympathetic 
and therapeutic, not just to Hope but to the 
audience as well.

Kim Mi-young, The Hankyoreh

The stage is set in a court of justice, but 
dexterously transforms itself  to other 
settings. The wide-open staircase set is 
easily visible from all audience seats. The 
movements used to portray a train passing 
or the transition from past to present were 
simple yet sensuous.

Paik Soo-jung, withinnews

Production History
Korea
January 9–20, 2019 ARKO Arts Theater, Main Hall (capacity: 600 seats)
March 28 – May 26, 2019 Doosan Art Center, Yonkang Hall (capacity: 620 seats)
November 19, 2020 – February 7, 2021 Doosan Art Center, Yonkang Hall (capacity: 620 seats)

Japan
October 1–17, 2021 Honda Theater (capacity: 400 seats)

Awards
2019 8th Yegreen Musical Awards: Best Musical, Female Actor of the Year, and Best Script
2019 4th Korea Musical Awards: Grand Prize, Producer's Award, Best Female Actor, Best Female Supporting 
Actor, Best Director, Best Script, Best Music (Composer), and Best Music (Arrangement/Music Director)

Introduction to the Production Company
R&D Works was founded in 2008 as a performance development and production company and talent 
management agency. It also runs an artist management company, creating a positive synergy effect. Its 
major productions include The Devil, Mama, Don’t Cry, Rocky Horror Show, King Arthur, and Hope: The 
Unread Book and Life.

CONTACT US

HOMEPAGE http://www.rndworks.com
TEL 02-6203-4864
E-MAIL info@rndworks.com
ADDRESS 2F, NOBLESSE BLNG, 25-7, HAKDONG-RO 20-GIL, GANGNAM-GU, SEOUL, KOREA

PRODUCTION  HISTORY
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INTERVIEW

HIGHLIGHT CLIP

Interview  depicts a psychological game between the 
bestselling mystery writer Eugene Kim and aspiring author 
Sinclair Gordon, who comes to be interviewed as Eugene’s 
apprentice. Eugene hands Sinclair a will written by a serial 
murderer just before he tried to commit suicide, and asks 
him to write a novel based on this will. Sinclair reads the 
will and makes up a story he calls “The Monster in Me.” He 
then asks Eugene if he had based his mystery novel “Death 
of a Doll” on the life and death of Joanne Senior, who 
had been murdered ten years earlier. The two talk about 
the murder case of Joanne as well as the recent serial 
killings and they try to find a link between the incidents. 
During this interview, Sinclair’s painful dissociative identity 
disorder surfaces.
As the psycho-thriller drama unfolds, the audience learns 
that Sinclair Gordon is actually Joanne’s brother Matt 
Senior and has dissociative identity disorder. The tension 
of the tightly-knit plot continues as the true cause of 
Joanne Senior’s death is revealed. Interview focuses on 
Matt’s identity as a tragic victim of child abuse, which 
resulted in his insanity, rather than his identity as a cold-
blooded murderer. The link between dissociative identity 
disorder and child violence is well-known. Interview 
explores this link using the genre of small stage musical. 
The actors playing Sinclair/Matt portray his five distinct 
personalities, or alters, in real time, and the solo piano 
music helps the audience penetrate into these alters’ 
inner lives.   
Since its 2016 premier, Interview has been staged three 
times in Seoul, as well as Tokyo, Kyoto, and New York. 
Eugene, the lead character who carries the weight of this 
show, was first performed by Lee Gun-myung, followed by 
Min Young-ki, Park Gun-hyung and Kang Pil-suk. The role of 
Sinclair and his multiple personalities has been performed 
by Jo Sang-woong, Kim Jae-bum, Kim Su-yong, and Jung 
Dong-hwa. Ten different actors have played Joanna, which 
has become a test bed role for aspiring young actresses. 
A former actor, Chu Jung-hwa is the writer and director of 
Interview. She was awarded Best New Director in the 2017 
Korea Musical Awards for this work.

PRODUCED BY 
Double K Entertainment

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER                  
Kim, Soo-Ro
BOOK, LYRICS & DIRECTOR  
Chu, Jung-Hwa
COMPOSER & MUSIC 
DIRECTOR 
Heo, Soo-Hyun
CHOREOGRAPHER   
Kim, Byung-Jin
SCENIC DESIGNER   
Lee, Eun-Suk
LIGHTING DESIGNER   
Ma, Sun-Young
SOUND DESIGNER   
Kwon, Ji-Hwi
COSTUME DESIGNER   
Hong, Moon-Ki
WIG & MAKEUP DESIGNER   
Jang, Hye-Jin
PROPS DESIGNER   
Noh, Joo-Yeon

Total Cast 3
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INTERVIEW

W
riter and Director, Chu Jung-hw

a

An Uncomfortable Encounter with the Truth 
Interview 

C h u  J u n g - h wa  a l r e a d y  h a d  a n  a c t i ve 
career as a musical actor before debuting 
as playwright/director with her first work 
Superman Embraces the Moon .  In 2016, 
she directed the premiere of the musical 
Interview, a psycho-thriller musical about 
dissociative identity disorder which had three 
production runs in Korea, as well as shows in 
Japan and the United States. We met Ms. Chu 
when she was busy with preparations for the 
Chinese production of Interview.

Interview follows a murder case involving 
dissociative identity disorder and child 
abuse. Where did you get the idea for this 
story?
The beginning was quite simple. I wanted 
to see a fine actor perform from multiple 
angles. What better way could there be 
than letting him have multiple personalities? 
Researching this topic, I discovered that most 
patients with dissociated identity disorder 
were victims of child abuse. Nothing hurts 
me more than seeing a child in pain. But child 
abuse exists in this world, and it didn’t seem 
right to ignore it. I felt a need to bring it up 
to the surface so I read a lot of books on this 

topic. My biggest inspiration came from the 
real life case of Billy Milligan, a dissociative 
identity disorder patient with 24 different 
personalities who had been accused of 
kidnapping and rape, but was later acquitted 
due to his insanity.
Interview premiered in 2016. At that time, 
dramas and movies dealing with the same 
subject matter already existed.
Actually, I had completed Interview two years 
before production began. During this period, 
dramas like Kill Me, Heal Me and Hyde Jekyll, 
Me aired on television, but I didn’t see any 
problems because the direction of the stories 
differed. However, when I heard that M. Night 
Shyamalan’s Split  had begun production, 
I became uneasy. I wanted my work to be 
shown to the public first. Of course, one is 
a movie and another is a musical, but since 
they’re both based on the story of Billy 
Milligan, I thought it would be a downer. It’s 
interesting how artists often end up working 
simultaneously on similar subject matter. 
When I was working on Smoke [a musical 
inspired by Yi Sang’s poem], everyone seemed 
to be talking about Yi Sang. Blue Rain is my 
modern take on The Brothers Karamazov ; 
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recently there have been many similar works 
based on the same story. It’s almost as if 
writers have some kind of zeitgeist telepathy. 
There is no truly new story under the sun 
anymore, so it’s a battle of who tells it first. 
I let go of my anxiety about the overlapping 
subject matter, and focused more deeply on 
telling my version of the tale.
When did you start liking thrillers?
If you want to be healthy, you should have a 
well-balanced diet, but me—I have a mono 
diet. I read only mystery novels and watch 
only thrillers. As a child, I constantly read 
Edgar Allan Poe, Conan Doyle, and Agatha 
Christie. I  grew up in my grandmother’s 
house. Whether I was there or at a friend’s 
house, I was always poring over a mystery or 
suspense novel. I preferred to stay indoors 
and read over playing outside. 
The thriller is clearly an attractive genre, 
but is considered difficult to realize on a 
theater stage. You also deal with a difficult 
subject matter: dissociative identity 
disorder.
It’s difficult for an actor to play even one 
character well, but in this work he has to play 
multiple personalities. And it’s not a bunch 
of minor totally unrelated characters either, 
which is easier to do. Add child abuse to the 
plot, and now obviously the story becomes 
very heavy. There’s nothing on the stage set 
to help the actors in any way. While getting 
ready for the 2016 premiere showcase, the 
actors and I practically lived in the rehearsal 
room. I was curious whether this kind of story 
could actually be staged successfully, so we 
entered the run through stage rather quickly. 

The actors had lots of questions regarding 
their role, and we agonized over the details 
together. The members of the original cast 
and I went through all the different possible 
interpretations of the characters. Their 
contribution to the work was tremendous. 
What kind of questions did the actors 
have?
Sinclair is actually Matt Senior, the younger 
brother of Joanne; the victim of the murder 
case the main characters are attempting to 
solve. Most of the questions were about the 
different personalities existing inside Matt 
Senior: Sinclair, Ann, Noname, Jimmy, and 
Woody. Why is Ann afraid of Joanne? Why is 
Noname so cold to the other alters? As the 
truth about the murder case is revealed, the 
various alters appear one by one, but we 
are never given an exact history about how 
these personalities came into existence. The 
actors needed some background information 
about these characters in order to give a 
proper rendition. As writer and director, I was 
responsible for giving them a convincing 
explanation, so I really did a lot of research on 
this topic.
How did you set up each of Sinclair’s 
different personalities?
The alters of dissociative identity disorder 
patients do not come out of thin air, but 
are based on their personal experiences. 
Jimmy was born as a reaction to Sinclair’s 
stepfather’s violence. Woody was born during 
Sinclair’s weakest moments in childhood. 
Ann was born out of necessity to spend time 
with Joanne. Ann closely resembles Joanne, 
which often led to conflict between the 
two. Woody and Ann both feel guilty about 
Joanne’s death; but whereas Woody feels 
sadness, Ann feels fear. Noname is the smart 
and powerful alter ego that Matt Senior 
looks up to most. Matt Senior’s personality is 
dominated by Noname, who controls Matt’s 
memory by selective amnesia and retention. 
Matt is a very imaginative child and has a 
longing for creative writing, kind of like me.
kind of direction did you give to the cast?
Only actors of extraordinary talent can take 

on the role of Sinclair, as well as Eugene, so 
I didn’t need to give a lot of direction. The 
actors and I had a lot of discussions. We 
talked about where we wanted to go and I 
gave actors freedom to fill in the details. I 
believed that the collaboration of minds would 
create a more attractive outcome. I didn’t 
begin my career as a playwright, so I still feel 
a little embarrassed about that title. I don’t 
want the actors to feel uncomfortable with 
me because of that. I was really fortunate to 
work with really hard-working and passionate 
actors. What was lacking in the script was 
covered up by a wonderful cast and crew.  
After Interview opened, there was criticism 
that the work supported the perpetrator 
of crime.
To be honest, I couldn’t help but agonize 
over the ending since the story deals with 
such a sensitive topic. Just because I’m the 
writer doesn’t mean that I have the answers 
or conclusions. All I can do is borrow Eugene’s 
voice and say, “This kind of uncomfortable 
truth exists. What do you think about it?” In 
the third run, I edited Eugene’s dialogue to 
make this point clearer.
I n  a d d i t i o n  to  d i s s o ci a t i ve  i d en t i ty 
disorder, this work is also about child 
abuse. We know Joanne only through the 
stories that Matt and Eugene tell, so there 
is room for controversy.
I  asked my high school daughter if  she 
thought Joanne was bad. My daughter replied 
that the villain of the work isn’t Joanne, 
but the drunkard stepfather. I think she’s 
right. Joanne is also a victim of domestic 
violence. She may seem evil from Matt’s 
point of view since she had abandoned 
him. However, Joanne is also a smart kid 
with a strong instinct for survival. We have 
to remember that Joanne is also just a kid 
who just graduated from high school and 
longs to escape her harsh reality. In such 
circumstances, how could she take her 
14-year-old brother along? I wanted to the 
play to highlight her strong survival instinct.  

Audiences either love or hate your work. 
Why do you create such controversial 
pieces? 
I’m always at the receiving end of criticism. 
(Laughter) I think about my productions 
all day long in order to have answers ready 
for any questions my colleagues may have. 
Critical feedback keeps me humble and drives 
me to create something better. Of course 
criticism hurts, but I have a strong threshold 
for pain. I  also know that I  can’t please 
everyone. My emotions would sway back and 
forth, but I decided to believe in myself since 
I never write or think out anything carelessly. 
I want to make musicals which actors and 
directors would be proud to be a part of, and 
feel happy when this happens.
Interview has already had seven runs in 
several countries. Is there anything else 
you’d like to achieve with this work?
When I wrote this work, I set Sinclair’s age as 
24. However, I felt that actors in their twenties 
would have difficulty playing this role, so I’ve 
only cast seasoned actors in their thirties for 
this part. One of these days, I’d like to see a 
twenty-something actor playing Sinclair. I’m 
currently working with a 24-year-old actor 
in Blue Rain. He’s rather unobtrusive in real 
life, but once he starts to sing and act, he 
becomes a totally different character. I’m 
curious to see how he develops as an actor 
because I think he has the potential to play 
Sinclair in the near future. 
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MUSICAL  NUMBER

M1. Lullaby _ Joanne

M2. The Will _ Eugene

M3. Careless Beauty _ Eugene, Sinclair

M4. Sinclair’s Story _ Sinclair

M5. The Monster in Me _ Eugene, Sinclair

M6. Made-up Story _ Eugene, Sinclair

M7. Sinclair’s Attack _ Eugene, Sinclair

M8. Joanne’s Story _ Joanne

M9. Eugene’s Counterattack _ Eugene, Sinclair

M10. Jimmy’s Story _ Sinclair

M11. Jimmy’s Story (Reprise) _ Eugene, Sinclair, Joanne

M12. Lullaby (Reprise) _ Sinclair, Joanne

M13. Woody’s Story _ Eugene, Sinclair

M14. Ann’s Story _ Sinclair

M15. Broken Memory _ Eugene, Sinclair

M16. Matt’s Story _ Eugene, Sinclair, Joanne

M17. Annabel Lee _ Sinclair, Joanne

M18. A Doll’s Death – Sinclair

M19. Noname’s Story _ Eugene, Sinclair

M20. The Will (Reprise) _ Eugene, Sinclair, Joanne

M2. 

M5. 
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REVIEW

T h i s  i m m e r s i v e  m y s t e r y  s h o w s  t h e 
inner workings of a poor child with deep 
psychological wounds that continue to fester 
way until adulthood.

Choi Yun-sun, NewsCulture

If the original Korean production of Interview 
pricks the audience’s psychology with its 
characters’ past, the off-Broadway version of 
Interview develops the situation into a more 
dramatic tale.

Yoo Soo-kyung, News1Star

The sensuous piano accompaniment has 
more power than a dozen lines of dialogue, 
and enhances the appeal of the actors’ 
emotional performances.

Shin Won-sun, Metro

In Interview, the outstanding performance of 
the actors blended with the story and music, 
and fans were left mesmerized.

Kang Kyung-Joo, Hankyung.com

There are unexpected twists and turns at 
every corner, and high-strung tension until 
the end. I can see why audiences love this 
show. Any miniscule flaws that may exist are 
hidden from view by the actors’ passionate 
performance.

Hwang Soo-jung, NewsPim.

The tension cuts like a knife until the very 
end. Through its hidden subplot, Interview 
speaks about the sadness of adults whose 
wounds that can never be healed.

Shin Young-eun, Maeil Business Star Today.

Production History
Korea
May 14-26, 2016   Hyundai Card Understage (capacity: 188 seats)
September 24 - November 27, 2016 Soohyunjae Theater (capacity: 255 seats)
June 1 - August 20, 2017 TOM Theater 1 (capacity: 335 seats)
July 10 - September 30, 2018 Dream Art Center Theater 1 (capacity: 351 seats)

Overseas
September 16-19, 2016 Kyoto Theater, Japan (capacity: 941 seats)
February 7 - March 5, 2017 Theatre at St. Clement’s, New York (capacity: 151 seats)
March 1-5, 2017 Zepp Blue Theater, Tokyo (capacity: 901 seats)
October 6-8, 2018 Asakusabashi Hulic Hall, Tokyo (capacity: 483 seats)
March 24 – April 4, 2021 Shinagawa Club eX, Tokyo (capacity: 300 seats)

Awards
2016 1st Korea Musical Awards: Best New Director (Chu Jung-hwa)

Introduction to the Production Company 
Double K Entertainment is a production company founded by the actor Kim Soo-ro. Its first production was 
a showcase for the musical Interview in 2016, and has since produced movies, musicals, and stage plays. 
The company collaborates actively with creators to develop and produce all-original musicals. It usually 
creates intimate productions for small theaters, with a small cast and tightly-woven storylines. Double 
K Entertainment has strived hard to penetrate the global theater market in Japan, China, and the United 
States. Representative works include Interview, Smoke, Once Upon a Time in Haeundae, Letters for You, 
Rimbaud, Moon Story, and Anarchist from Colony.

CONTACT US

HOMEPAGE http://doublekfnt.com
TEL 02-747-0507
E-MAIL dk@doublekfnt.com
ADDRESS 6F, RITMO BLDG, 80, DAEHAK-RO 8GA-GIL, SEOUL, KOREA

PRODUCTION  HISTORY
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ME, NATASHA AND 
A WHITE DONKEY

HIGHLIGHT CLIP

Me, Natasha, and a White Donkey is a musical based on 
the tragic love story of Baek Seok, one of Korea’s most 
beloved poets, and his life-long lover “Jaya” Kim Young-
han. In the 1930s, Baek Seok was the “poet of poets,” a 
literary genius who inspired many writers and poets and 
a leading “modern boy” (playboy) of the era. There was 
a time when Baek’s poetry was banned in South Korea 
because of his North Korean origins. However, extensive 
research of his work has been done since then, and he is 
currently one of the most widely acclaimed and beloved 
poets in the nation. The motif and title of Me, Natasha, 
and a White Donkey come from one of Baek’s most popular 
poems. It recounts the beautiful lyrical tale of the gisaeng 
(courtesan) Jaya and her lover Baek Seok, a poor poet 
and dandy who later becomes a communal farm laborer. 
Although their actual time together was brief, Jaya lives 
in solitude for the rest of her life, unable to forget their 
passionate love.
The curtain opens with the elderly  gisaeng  Jaya 
reminiscing about her former lover. All of a sudden, an aged 
Baek Seok appears before her eyes, and together they 
travel back in time to the moment when they first meet, fall 
in love, and then heartbreakingly break up. After this long-
distance time travel, Jaya concludes that, despite the 
agony of farewell and years of endless yearning, she does 
not regret having fallen in love with Baek. The final curtain 
comes down with snow falling on Jaya’s hair, an image that 
recurs in Baek’s eponymous poem.
Written by Park Hae-rim and composed by Chae Hanul, the 
musical Me, Natasha, and a White Donkey incorporates 
22 of Baek Seok’s poems into its dialogue and lyrics. 
Baek’s poetry serves as a guidepost that leads us through 
the poet’s life and love. The lyrical musical numbers are 
accompanied by a single piano. This simple arrangement 
has been praised for highlighting the beauty of the verse 
and the emotions of the play. With its simple, elegant, 
clean-cut stage and actors’ brilliant performances, this 
well-loved musical makes spectators feel like they’ve read 
a book of beautiful poetry. 

PRODUCED BY 
INSIGHT ENTERTAINMENT, Ltd.

PRODUCER
Jang, Woo-jae
DIRECTOR
Park, Hae-Rim
PLAYWRIGHT
Park, Hae-Rim
COMPOSER
Chae, Hanul
LYRICS
Baek Seok, Park Hae Rim, 
Chae Hanul
MUSIC DIRECTOR
Ji-Hye
CHOREOGRAPHER 
Hong, Yu-seon
SCENIC DESIGNER 
Seo, Sook-Jean
SOUND DESIGNER 
Han, Mun-gyu
LIGHTING DESIGNER 
Lee, Joo-Won
WIG & MAKEUP DESIGNER 
Bae, Si-ha
COSTUME DESIGNER 
Do, Yeun

Total Cast 3
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INTERVIEW

Com
poser Chae Hanul

Music Suggestive of Poetic Simplicity and 
Resonance 
Me, Natasha, and a White Donkey

If we compare the music of Me, Natasha, and 
a White Donkey to food, it is like a table laden 
with simple, delicately-seasoned dishes 
prepared with loving care. The piano melody 
that runs through the play from start to finish 
enhances the flavor of Baek Seok’s verse 
and raises the lyrical drama to the highest 
possible level. We asked composer Chae 
Hanul how he accomplished this feat with 
such beauty and elegance. 

How did you come up with the idea of 
transforming Baek Seok’s poetry into a 
musical?
I  was invited by the Wooran Foundation 
to  p a r t i c i p a te  i n  i t s  c r e a t i ve  t h e a te r 
development program. Park Hae-rim, with 
whom I had previously collaborated in the 
musical Gaya’s Twelve Songs (Gaya Shibi 
Jigok), agreed to join me in the project and 
sent me several synopses to consider. We 
eventually chose this story, which she’d 
conceived while taking a walk at Gilsangsa 
Temple. (The huge temple property was 
originally a restaurant owned by the real-
life Jaya, who later in life donated it to the 
Buddhist monk Beopjeong Sunim). From the 

very start, we didn’t want to write a dramatic 
love story. We had the idea of creating a 
musical similar to a song cycle, in which 
the music and poetry would flow together, 
something like The Poet’s Love (16 poems 
by Heine set to music by Robert Schumann) 
or Winter Journey  (Schubert’s song cycle 
for voice and piano with poems of Wilhelm 
Müller). 
Baek Seok had been veiled from public 
attention due to his North Korean roots, 
and has only recently gained popular 
attention (after the ban on North Korean 
writers was lifted in 1988). The musical 
Me, Natasha, and a White Donkey is based 
on his life and poetry. Did you know about 
and appreciate Baek Seok’s poetry prior to 
working on this?
Baek Seok began to be included in the 
school curriculum in my generation. I first 
read one of his poems during class and was 
interested enough to look up his poetry book. 
However, I was not so much interested in 
the poet’s life as I was in his self-awareness 
and introspection. For example, when he 
saw something sad, he was more concerned 
about describing his own reaction to the 
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sadness than the emotion itself.  I  also 
found his frequent use of his dialect and 
his loquaciousness entertaining. Despite 
his rambling, he never gets boring. When 
composing for this musical, I attempted to 
incorporate the humorous wordplay of his 
poetry into the songs.  
This musical incorporates 22 of Baek 
Seok’s poems into the lyrics and dialogue 
to depict his life and love. Since poems 
h a v e  t h e i r  o w n  i n n a t e  r h y t h m  a n d 
meter, I can imagine it being difficult to 
incorporate them into music. What kind of 
difficulties did you face?
Meshing together the music and poetry 
wasn’t so difficult. The difficulty arose in 
selecting which lines of poetry to keep 
and which to leave out. We couldn’t use all 
the poems in their original form due to the 
structural differences between musical 
drama and poetry. With the exception of 
“The Sea” and “Me, Natasha, and a White 
Donkey,” which we used in their entirety, we 
tied together snippets from here and there 
depending on the given dramatic situation. 
I offer my apologies to Baek Seok for that. 
Another thing: since poets select every 
single word with great care, each word carries 
great significance. But in musicals, not all the 
verses can carry the same weight. Since every 
single stanza of Baek’s poetry sparkles, it was 
difficult to choose which lines to highlight and 
which to leave in the background. 
Instead of presenting catchy melodies 
throughout the entire work, the musical 
seemed to place greater emphasis on 
dramatizing Baek Seok’s lyrical poetry, 

using music as a flowing accompaniment. 
A s  a  c o m p o s e r,  w e r e  y o u  s l i g h t l y 
d i s a p p o i n te d  t h a t  t h e  d i a l o g u e  a nd 
song lyrics took center stage, while the 
melodies played a somewhat supporting 
role? 
Not at all. From the very beginning, our idea 
wasn’t to create striking melodies, but a song 
cycle in which the music and poetry would go 
together. We wanted the main character of 
the musical to be Baek Seok’s poetry. In one 
of the songs, Jaya describes Baek’s poetry 
as “simple and small.” This line inspired us 
to follow a similar tone. People suggested 
that  we add other  instruments to the 
arrangement instead of using only a single 
piano. However, we felt that this would be a 
distraction to Baek’s poetic tone and manner, 
so we kept the instrumentation simple. Baek 
was a North Korean poet, and I think this 
northern sentiment is reflected in his work. 
The imagery that came to my mind while 
composing was white snow and simple, clean, 
empty space, and I wanted the music to 
evoke such beauty. I wanted to create music 
that would, as much as possible, reflect his 
sentiment and not overpower his poetry. 
The musical numbers “Lan,” “The Sea”, 
and “Me, Natasha, and a White Donkey” 
reminded me of minimalist works of 
culinary art. Among these, is there any 
that remains close to your heart?
 “The Next Thing I Know “and “Me, Natasha, 
and a White Donkey ” were the last two 
songs to be finished and the most difficult 
to compose. “The Next Thing I  Know” is 
sung during the hero’s greatest moment of 
anguish, so I shared in his pain. Since “Me, 
Natasha, and a White Donkey” is the last 
number of the musical and its title bearer, I 
felt a huge amount of pressure composing 
this particular song. Other songs use poem 
segments that I could freely shuffle around to 
fit the dramatic situation, but “Me, Natasha, 
and a White Donkey” uses almost the entire 
poem, so there was very little wiggle room. In 
addition, I wanted the finale to encompass 
all aspects of Baek and Jaya’s decades-long 

relationship, so there were lots of details to 
consider. The original poem mentions snow 
repeatedly, and that wasn’t easy to express 
musically. I agonized over how to translate the 
image of falling snow into music, as well as 
the exact timing of the snow falling on stage 
to symbolize the culmination of their love.
D e s p i t e  t h e  h i s t o r i c a l  r e f e r e n c e s 
to  t h e  c h a o t i c  1 9 3 0 s  a nd  n u me ro u s 
geographical locations (Gyeongseong, 
Manchuria, Chongju, and Tongyeong, i.e. 
cities in South Korea, North Korea, and 
even China), I couldn’t find any unique 
characteristics in the music that would 
suggest different times or geographical 
places.
This work does not follow Baek Seok’s life 
in chronological order; rather it follows the 
stream of consciousness of Jaya’s memory, 
so I  didn’t  feel  the need to ref lect the 
characteristics of the times. I occasionally 
included swing and foxtrot rhy thms as 
historical references, but only very subtly. 
While composing this musical, I  made a 
conscious effort not to make the music 
sound too modern or too Korean. I wanted the 
story and songs to focus on the characters’ 
memories and relationships, rather than on 
particular times or places.   
Were any changes made between the 
2016 preview performances and the most 
recent run in 2021?
During the preview, we received comments 
that some of the scenes seemed a little too 
theatrical, which led to the creation of two 
new musical numbers, “Lan 1” and “Lan 2” 
Other than that, no big changes were made to 
the songs or lyrics. We made only a few visual 
changes to the stage and costumes each 
time new designers joined the production. 
From the very beginning, we’d gathered a 
team that shared the same vision/concept, 
so no one saw any need for change. We 
concerned ourselves only with how we could 
more effectively convey the original message.
Were there any differences between the 
original plan and the actual performance?
The musical turned out to have a stronger 

Korean feel to it than originally planned. I was 
also concerned that the overall atmosphere 
might seem too old-fashioned, but the more 
I saw it, the more I thought the period effect 
was rather pretty. The actors worked really 
hard; after all, it’s not easy to sing and act to 
poetry. The cast actively provided feedback 
during the trial runs, and we incorporated 
their  opinions into every scene. In the 
beginning, the playwright Park Hae-rim and 
I took on this project lightly with the simple 
hope of doing something fun with Baek 
Seok’s poetry. It’s thanks to the dedication 
and hard work of the actors and staff that Me, 
Natasha, and a White Donkey developed into 
this wonderful, full-fledged performance.
W h a t  d o  y o u  f i n d  a t t r a c t i v e  a b o u t 
composing for a musical, as opposed to 
other musical genres?
In a musical, we have to pay closer attention 
to the characters’ feelings and emotions. 
I remember my teacher telling me that a 
musical composer must not only follow the 
drama, but also create drama with the music. 
I think I now understand what my teacher 
was talking about. When composing for a 
musical, one does not just add sound to the 
performance; one must also dramatize and 
stylize the story and characters. Compared 
to movies, plays, and television dramas, 
the musical genre has the most room for a 
composer to participate. Any musician with 
a love for stories will find the musical genre 
highly attractive.  
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MUSICAL  NUMBER

M0. Prelude

M1. The Things That Make Me Happy _ Jaya

M2. On the way home _ Baek Seok, Jaya

M3. Lan 1 _ Baek Seok, Young Man

M4. Chongju _ Baek Seok, Jaya, Young Man

M5. Lan 2 _ Young Man

M6. The Sea _ Baek Seok

M7. What I Think _ Baek Seok

M8. White Rice, Fish, and Us _ Baek Seok, Jaya

M9. Pretending Not to Notice _ Baek Seok

M10. That Woman from the North _ Young Man

M11. Wedding _ Baek Seok, Jaya, Young Man

M12. White Rice, Fish, and Us Reprise _ Baek Seok, Jaya

M13. The Next Thing I Know _ Baek Seok

M14. The Sea Reprise _ Baek Seok, Jaya

M15. What I Think Reprise _ Jaya

M16. Female Monk _ Young Man

M17. Me, Natasha, and a White Donkey _ Baek Seok, Jaya, 

Young Man

M6. 

M17. 
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REVIEW

It was difficult to find anyone not moved to 
tears among the spectators of the recently-
opened musical Me, Natasha, and a White 
Donkey. The subtle, refined emotions of this 
original Korean musical will provide emotional 
healing and happiness on a bleak, cold winter 
night. 

Won Jong-won, Weekly KyungHyang

This story, told by three actors and one piano 
in a small theater, is calm and serene, but the 
emotions linger long after the curtain falls. 
Baek Seok’s poetry plays a key role in the 
play’s success. After the final curtain, it felt 
like I had finished reading a favorite volume of 
poetry and was recharged with beauty and 
long-lost emotion.  

Yang Seung-hee, NewsCulture

The actors’ performances were flawless 
and packed with concentrated emotion. A 
recount of long-lost love can easily fall into 
dullness, but the subtle transitions from past 
to present subtly accelerated the pace and 
kept the audience engaged.

Kim Eun-jung, Herald POP 

The captivated audience held its breath while 
listening to the hero’s poetry, and responded 
swiftly to Baek Seok and Jaya’s emotions. 
The powerful actors did it all. They portrayed 
the characters with loving care, delivered 
the poetry-interwoven tale with smooth 
finesse, and magnetically drew the audience 
into the stage. Thanks to the three actors, 
the resonance of Me, Natasha, and a White 
Donkey was spectacular.

Park Eun-hee, Asia Today

The musical lyrically depicts the love story 
between the impoverished poet Baek Seok 
(1912-1996) and his gisaeng lover “Jaya” (Kim 
Young-han, 1916-1999). Baek Seok’s beautiful 
verse is heard throughout the play, so it feels 
like we’ve read a book of poetry on stage.

Lim Soo-jung, Yonhap News

The simple, tranquil bamboo forest stage 
and falling snow create the perfect dreamy 
b a c k d r o p  fo r  J aya’s  l ove  s to r y,  w h i c h 
transcends time and space. 

Kim Mi-kyung, Edaily

Production History
February 26-28, 2016 Wooran Foundation Seeya Studio (capacity: 130 seats), preview
November 5, 2016 – January 22, 2017 Daehangno Dream Art Center Theater 2 (capacity: 210 seats)
October 19, 2017 – January 28, 2018 Daehangno Uniplex Theater 2 (capacity: 300 seats)
November 3, 2020 – February 14, 2021 Chungmu Arts Center, Black Theater (capacity: 300 seats)

Awards
2016 1st Korea Musical Awards: Best Musical, Best Director (Oh Se-hyuk), and Best Script/Lyrics (Park Hae-rim)
2017 6th Yegreen Musical Awards: Best Script (Park Hae-rim)
2019 13th Cha Bumseok Drama Awards: Best Musical Script (Park Hae-rim)

Introduction to the Production Company
Founded in 1996, Insight Entertainment is a South Korean entertainment company that operates various 
businesses in concert and musical production and planning, record publishing, and talent management. 
It produced its first original musical, The Days (Geunaldeul), in 2013. Since then, it has created the 
blockbuster musicals Aranga; Me, Natasha, and a White Donkey; and Hourglass (Morae Sigae); and the 
stage play Report Guidelines (Bodo Jichim), all of which received critical acclaim and box office success. It 
also released a live performance soundtrack for The Days, produced albums with composer Kim Chang-gi 
and actor/singer Yoo Jun-sang, and organized live concerts for K.WILL and the legendary king of Korean pop 
music, Cho Yong-pil. 

CONTACT US

HOMEPAGE http://www.insightent.co.kr
TEL 02-541-7110
E-MAIL insightent1996@naver.com
ADDRESS INSIGHT ENTERTAINMENT, NONHYUN-DONG 269-3, GANGNAM-GU, SEOUL, KOREA

PRODUCTION  HISTORY
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DWARFS

HIGHLIGHT CLIP

The musical Dwarfs is a work that brings B-grade jokes 
to the fore of the musical market, where comedy has 
attracted comparatively little attention. It is a male version 
of Cinderella’s story that candidly portrays human desires 
by bringing together fairy tale characters with which we 
are all familiar, such as Cinderella, Snow White, and the 
Little Mermaid. 
Charlie, who lives in a dwarf village in a fairyland, despairs 
because no matter how hard he works to make money, he 
can’t escape from his hopeless reality. Then one day, he is 
informed that a ball will be held where a couple that falls in 
love and kisses will become the hero and heroine of a new 
fairy tale. 
Thinking that this is a life-changing opportunity for him, 
Charlie and the old dwarf Vic visit the wizard who had 
turned Cinderella into a princess. The old wizard says that 
going from rags to riches is now a myth and even magic 
is of no use. Charlie, however, does not give up. Vic, who 
is counting the days until the end of his life, goes on a 
journey to the castle with Charlie to meet Snow White 
before he dies.  
The character twists, such as Cinderella being revealed 
as a materialistic girl and Sleeping Beauty as a girl with 
strong, lustful desires, are not very fresh, yet Dwarfs 
resonates with the audience as it satirizes the reality in 
which no one can free themselves from socioeconomic 
responsibilities and boldly uses jokes about sex, a 
taboo topic, to draw laughter from the audience. The 
exaggerated performances of the actors succeeded in 
bringing the comedy to life. The musical numbers, with 
melodies reminiscent of animations, and edgy lyrics 
render the musical even more unique. Especially, the 
song “Flocking Together,” characterized by addictive 
refrains and satirical lines such as “birds of a feather 
flock together” and accompanied by a dance comically 
choreographed, is singled out as the representative 
number of the musical. Dwarfs is a joint work by writer Lee 
Ji-hyun and composer Hwang Mee-na, who completed 
the work in 2013 as a part of the requirements for a degree 
at the Korea National University of Arts. Since its premier 
in 2015, after the completion of the development process, 
the work has been performed consistently as a major work 
of PMC Production.  

PRODUCED BY 
PMC PRODUCTION

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Song, Seung-Whan
BOOK & LYRICS
Lee, Ji-Hyun
COMPOSER & ARRANGEMENT 
Hwang, Mee-Na
DIRECTOR
Kim, Dong-Yeon
MUSIC DIRECTOR
Chae, Han-Nul
CHOREOGRAPHER 
Song, Hee-Jin
SCENIC DESIGNER 
Park, Sung-Min
PROJECTION DESIGNER
Song, Seung-Kyu
LIGHTING DESIGNER 
Lee, Seung-Ju
SOUND DESIGNER 
Kwon, Ji-Hwi
COSTUME DESIGNER
Kim, Eun-Young
WIG & MAKEUP DESIGNER
Kim, Sung-Hye
PROPS DESIGNER  
Cho, Yoon-Hyung

Total Cast 8
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INTERVIEW

W
riter Lee Ji-hyun, Com

poser Hw
ang M

ee-na 

A masterful musical comedy about desire
Dwarfs

The most important thing in joint production 
is how deeply and broadly the members can 
share the emotions the work conveys, which 
is even truer in comedy, a genre where timing 
and harmony are essential. The musical 
Dwarfs is proof that harmony among the crew 
leads to higher quality. We met the writer, Lee 
Ji-hyun, and composer, Hwang Mee-na, to 
ask about their chemistry.  

You made the musical Dwarfs as a graduate 
requirement. Is there any particular reason 
you chose comedy?
Lee : I guess I was in the process of becoming 
a writer. I wrote many dark, social protest 
works while in college. I was interested in 
social issues, but at the time, I was caught 
up in the idea that writers should have a 
critical eye. I thought I would not be able to 
write comedy when I started my professional 
career as a writer, but I just thought I would 
give it a try. Mee-na is very good at musical 
comedy. We really get along with each other. 
Even if I give her something difficult, she can 
make it amusing, which eventually created 
synergy. 
I know you two went to college together. 

What was your reaction when Ji-hyun told 
you that she was going to write a comedy?
Hwang : To me, it was funnier than any of 
her writings. (laughs) While in college, we 
worked in groups. Strangely enough, though, 
I happened to work with comedy writers 
several times. In fact, I thought that I was a 
ballad composer until I composed music for 
Dwarfs. The music for Dwarfs is supposed to 
be bright, but I’m not the kind of composer 
who writes bright music, and I belong to a 
musical minority. So, I had a really hard time 
composing this work. 
You’re saying that the work doesn’t match 
your character. What aspect of the story 
appealed to you?
Hwang : When we held our first meeting, I 
hadn’t even decided when and where the 
action would take place. When I was first told 
the main story, I didn’t get the impression 
that it was comedy, but I thought I could 
understand what the writer wanted to say. 
The story really struck a chord, and I told her 
that we should go for it. 
What was the main story?
Lee : I have friends from all walks of life, 
and their stories about how they ended up 
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getting married were intriguing. I thought that 
it would be fun to write a story like this, and I 
happened to read a book on “how to attract 
rich men.” The methods the book suggested 
were so materialistic that I couldn’t believe 
that the book had actually been published. It 
elaborated how to observe people at hotels, 
where people who look rich often go, and 
what they wear. At first, I denounced it, but I 
thought that this is the sum total of human 
desire. It is even the naked truth.
Lee : We live in a capitalist society, where 
money is important. In reality, the concept of 
marrying for love became possible with the 
accumulation of wealth. In the past, marriage 
was a means of elevating one’s status or 
achieving success, and this was even more 
the case for women. Even now, people seem 
to get married for unconditional love, but 
there clearly exists personal boundaries. In 
traditional society, people might have not 
been aware of class differences as they 
were locked behind the walls of castles and 
villages; today, however, we have diverse 
media channels. Maybe that’s why our desire 
to possess more is growing bigger.   
If that’s the case, why did you choose to 
write a fairy tale instead of a story set in 
modern times?  
Lee : Well, we know the story of Cinderella, 
whose status was elevated when she married 
a prince. Musical comedy can be interactive 
only when the audience is familiar with the 
theme. Princes and princesses in fairy tales 
have their own difficulties and cannot free 
themselves from their desires. In this work, 
I wanted to show diverse human desires 

through fairy tale characters. I felt that people 
are the same when it comes to naked human 
desires, and we all agree that “we are all like 
that, even if we don’t speak out.” 
Mee-na, you said that composing for 
Dwarfs  was challenging. What was your 
goal? 
Hwang : To me, it was important not to make 
it sound “too serious.” After we had finally 
decided on comedy as the genre, I found it 
extremely challenging to make people laugh 
with music. I was very afraid that no one would 
laugh. At the same time, I had to make sure 
that the music didn’t stand out too much, 
which was also quite difficult. While preparing 
for this work, I listened to the musicals The 
Book of Mormon  and Avenue Q , as well as 
Disney animations, many times. Especially, I 
wanted the music to be fairy tale-like, even 
though the story was dark. The typical fairy 
tale story coupled with surprising lyrics 
created music unique to Dwarfs , of which 
“Flocking Together” is the best example. 
Hwang : Ji-hyun often creates lyrical hooks. 
When I read the lyrics for the first time, I didn’t 
know what to do, because all I could come up 
with were lyrics similar to “Flocking Together.” 
As a composer,  I  enjoyed working on it 
because it tickled my creativity, but at the 
same time, I was a bit intimidated. When you 
look at a music score, you see only rhythm. 
I usually send music scores to Ji-hyun, but 
this time, I sang to her instead of sending the 
scores. In fact, the writer is the first audience 
of the musical composer. I remember how I 
timidly sang the song to her over the phone 
because I couldn’t see her reaction.  
You two get along well as creators, but I 
think there’s chemistry between you two.
Lee : We have the same sense of humor. I 
haven’t seen anyone who laughs at my jokes 
as much as Mee-na. (laughs) 
Hwang : We can talk for five to six hours 
on the phone. We were good friends even 
before we started working together. We 
communicate with each other well for work, 
which is important, but we also talk about lots 
of other things and, in doing so, we resonate 

with each other and create synergy. 
Lee : We both are very tenacious when it 
comes to work. Writers tend to be timid 
and give meaning to every word and every 
sentence. It’s the composer’s job to take 
the lyrics seriously. Mee-na keeps asking 
questions until she thoroughly understands 
and pays attention even to tiny details, and I 
really thank her for that. 
As this is a debut work for both of you as a 
writer and composer, I guess you had many 
difficulties and counted on each other. 
Lee : When we completed a work at school, 
we did a lot of self-censorship. So many 
people, so many minds. So, we used to 
change a lot based on the feedback we got. 
When we created our work after graduation, 
h oweve r,  o u r  m e n t o rs  s i m p l y  g i ve  u s 
directions, and we could do whatever we 
wanted regarding the details of the show. I 
enjoyed the process of putting everything on 
the table and then reducing it down according 
to the concept of the work. We were lucky as 
this was the first time the audience laughed 
at a work we staged.
Hwang : There was a widely-accepted theory 
that musical comedy never succeeds at that 
time. Some said we were bold. I was extremely 

nervous because my mentors did not laugh as 
much as I expected when the song “Flocking 
Together” was sung on the stage. This is the 
outcome of endless, late-night discussions 
at pubs and liberal sharing of ideas. For the 
2013 Musical House Black & Blue performance 
(musical incubator support program) of our 
first work fresh out of school, the actors and 
actresses had meetings among themselves 
to stress the comical elements more.  
Yo u  s t a r te d  i t  a s  a  c o m m e n c e m e n t 
performance and have now signed a 
licensing contract with a China-based 
production company. Is there anything 
you want to add to the work when you get 
to stage it again?
Hwang : At first, I wanted to add orchestration 
and academic elements even though it is 
a comedy. I also want to add “sing-along” 
songs. This work involves diverse types of 
instruments and thus is very rich in terms of 
sound. Since it is intended to be performed 
in a small theater, it includes only a few 
choruses. I guess I want to make it more 
magnificent.  
Lee : Harmony and timing are important in 
comedy. I’m kind of joking, but I wish I had made 
it sexier. I want to show the charm of tension. 
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MUSICAL  NUMBER

M1. Prologue Charlie’s Dream _ Charlie 

M2. Happy Ending _ Wizard, Fairytale Land people 

M3. We’re Dwarfs _ Charlie, Vic 

M4. Only If I Meet Princess _ Charlie, Vic  

M5. Spend Money and the Magic Happens _ Wizard  

M6. Make Sure _ Cinderella, Snow White, The Mermaid  

M7. Put Me (Into Your World) _ Charlie, Cinderella, Princes, 

Princesses 

M8. Like This? Like This! _ Charlie, The Mermaid  

M9. Flocking Together _ Princes 1, 2, 3 

M10. Snow White and Dwarfs _ Snow White, Charlie, 

Princes 1, 2, 3 

M11. Old Business _ Vic 

M12. So You… _ Wizard, Fairytale Land people, Snow 

White, Vic, Charlie, the Mermaid

M13. Ring the Bell _ Charlie, Vic, Snow White, The 

Mermaid, Cinderella, Fairytale Land people

M14. Happy Ending(reprise) _ Charlie, Vic, Snow White, The 

Mermaid, Fairytale Land people

M4. 

M9. 
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REVIEW

The catharsis of speaking out about some 
deep-seated problems that you can’t talk 
about creates energy and adds vitality to 
the reality of the princess. Dwarfs is a work 
in which laughter is the focus of attention 
from the beginning to the end. There is 
nothing more serious than self-esteem that 
is infinitely volatile. 

Jung Soo-yeon, The Musical

The musical Dwarfs hits the right spot with 
outrageous character twists and sarcastic 
lines. It destroys the traditional fairy tale style, 
but it is not cynical. It conveys the obvious 
message that true love exists in ways that are 
not obvious. 

Lee Da-hae, FN News 

The beauty of Dwarfs is paradox and reversal. 
It mocks the happy endings of fairy tales, 
yet presents a miracle-like fairy tale. It’s a 
happy ending with sincerity only without the 
involvement of money and that’s why it feels 
even more real. 

Jeon Ji-hyeon, Maeil Business News

This is an adult musical because it candidly 
satirizes the real world. It pleasantly satirizes 
modern my ths,  such as the Cinderel la 
complex, rags to riches, and You Only Live 
Once, using B-grade jokes. 

Gu Hee-eon, Weekly Donga

The R-18+ l ines, which only adults can 
u n d e r s t a n d ,  a n d  w i t t y  a n d  c u n n i n g 
performances of the actors and actresses 
make the audience laugh out loud. It is a high-
quality, funny yet not-so-funny B musical.

Heo Seol-hui, My Daily

The directing, which showcases the change 
of space using picture book-like backgrounds 
and lighting, highlights details unique to the 
musical to implicitly express the world in a 
fairy tale. 

Go A-ra, NewsCulture

Production History
Korea
February 27 - April 26, 2015 Chungmu Arts Center, Black Theater (capacity: 327 seats)
January 26 - June 26, 2016 TOM Theater 1 (capacity: 335 seats)
November 26, 2017 - February 11, 2018 TOM Theater 1 (capacity: 335 seats)

China Mini lover (小矮人)

December 15, 2016 - January 8, 2017   Hongqiao Art Centre
June 6 - July 2, 2017 Play Experimental Theater
November 10 - December 3, 2017 Hongqiao Art Centre
July 31 - August 26, 2018 Lanxin Grand Theatre - Audience Hall
March 12-17, 2019  Shanghai People's Congress Stage

Awards
2015 4th Yegreen Musical Awards: Most Innovative Musical and Most Creative Musical (writer Lee Ji-hyun 
and composer Hwang Mee-na) 

PMC Production
Started as Hwan Performance in 1992, PMC Production was launched in December 1996 as a performance 
theater company that specializes in the development of cultural programs under the leadership of CEO 
and art director Song Seung-hwan, who began his professional career as a child actor. Nanta, a non-
verbal performance unique to Korea, which started in 1997, has been performed for over 30 years around 
the world. Driven by the success of Nanta, PMC Production has staged a series of musicals that appeal to 
Korean sensibilities, fairy tale musicals for children, and interactive musicals, such as Nanta (1997), March 
of Youth (2007), Brothers Were Brave (2008), and Dwarfs (2015), to name only a few. 

CONTACT US

HOMEPAGE http://www.i-pmc.co.kr
TEL 02-739-8288
E-MAIL overseas@nanta.co.kr
ADDRESS 11F, HONGIK UNIV. DAEHAKRO CAMPUS, 57, DAEHAK-RO, JONGNO-GU, SEOUL, KOREA

PRODUCTION  HISTORY
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THE MAN WHO LAUGHS

HIGHLIGHT CLIP

The Man Who Laughs , a musical adapted from Victor 
Hugo’s novel of the same name, is the second full-scale 
musical presented by EMK Musical Company. The original 
novel, which Hugo himself considered to be the greatest 
of all the novels he had written, harshly criticizes the 
depraved aristocratic society of 17th-century England. 
It was adapted to a musical by Robert Johanson, a US 
musical director, who had been greatly inspired by the 
movie (2012) when he happened to watch it on an airplane. 
The Man Who Laughs is a story about the “comprachicos,” 
a group of criminals who kidnapped children, changed 
their physical appearance as they aged by deliberately 
mutilating or cutting parts of their body or deforming their 
bones, and offered them to 17th-century aristocrats, who 
treated the disfigured men as their playthings. The hero 
of the story, Gwynplaine, who was surgically deformed 
to have a hideous smile, was wandering along a snow-
covered road when he came across a blind baby girl, Dea. 
The two of them were caught in a snowstorm and taken in 
by Ursus, a wandering essence peddler. Gwynplaine and 
Dea, now grown into players of a theatrical troupe, travel 
the countryside with Ursus, performing plays and selling 
medicines. The story also deals with a group of aristocrats 
to criticize the hypocrisy and insolence of their world, 
including Duchess Josiana, who is tired of the hypocrisy 
of the political arena; her fiancée, Lord Dirry-Moir; and 
Barkilphedro, who always hovers around those with power.
The message delivered by the musical is embodied by 
Victor Hugo’s statement: “The paradise of the rich is made 
out of the hell of the poor.” The design of the stage was 
conceived based on the mouth of Gwynplaine, which 
was carved into a permanent grin, symbolizing a scar 
and tunnel. The aristocrats’ space is expressed as overly 
luxurious, while that of the poor is designed to highlight 
their simple life and emotional warmth.
The Man Who Laughs  is a theatrical blockbuster and 
widely acclaimed for its stage, where the two spaces 
representing the aristocracy and the poor traveling 
troupe exhibit a striking visual contrast, and music, 
which stimulates the sensibility of the audience and was 
composed by Frank Wildhorn, an American composer 
famous for the music of Jekyll & Hyde. Its premiere in Korea 
starred Park Hyo-shin and Suho of EXO and was followed 
by major box-office success, attracting about 240,000 
viewers to the productions at the Opera Theater of Seoul 
Arts Center and Interpark Hall of Blue Square. 

PRODUCED BY 
EMK MUSICAL COMPANY Co., 
Ltd
BASED ON THE NOVEL 
THE MAN WHO LAUGHS 
BY VICTOR HUGO

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
Eum, Hong Hyun
PRODUCER
Sophy Jiwon Kim 
BOOK & DIRECTOR
Robert Johanson
MUSIC
Frank Wildhorn
LYRICS
Jack Murphy
MUSIC DIRECTOR & 
CONDUCTOR
Kim, Moon Jung
CHOREOGRAPHER 
Jayme McDaniel
SCENIC DESIGNER
Oh, Pil-young
COSTUME DESIGNER 
Koo, Yun Young
SOUND DESIGNER
Kim, Ji Hyun
PROJECTION DESIGNER
Song, Seung Kue 
WIG & MAKEUP DESIGNER 
Kim, Yoo Sun

Total Cast 29
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INTERVIEW

Sophy Jiw
on Kim

, Vice-president and Producer, EM
K M

usical Com
pany

Power of a Masterpiece, 
Transcending Time and Nations
The Man Who Laughs

EMK Musical Company’s second large-scale 
musical, The Man Who Laughs, created a 
wonderful production on the theater stage 
with its compelling narrative and attractive 
characters based on the original novel 
by Victor Hugo. The musical enjoyed an 
enthusiastic reception among both ordinary 
theatergoers and critics, winning the title of 
“Best Musical” at Korea’s top three musical 
awards. What is it, then, that made this story 
of England in the 17th century so appealing to 
Korean audiences today? 

What made you decide to produce this 
musical, The Man Who Laughs?
It was Mr. Robert Johanson, a writer and 
artistic director, who thought that he would 
make a musical based on the movie of the 
same title, which he happened to see on the 
airplane carrying him back to the US after his 
work on Rudolf. He said that he was assured 
of his decision after watching the movie three 
times in a row. Mr. Johanson is unique in that 
when he proposes an idea about theater, he 
does so with pictures that clearly show what 
he has in mind. When he began to work with 
us on the production of Musical Monte Cristo, 

for example, he completed the blocking for 
the first act upon his very first meeting with 
the cast. The director called Frank Wildhorn 
and urged him to see the movie The Man Who 
Laughs. The composer did as he was asked, 
and was moved so deeply that he wrote five 
main pieces of melody for the work.
It sounds like you were confident about 
your creative team, but as a producer, you 
would have had to gauge its possibility for 
success. What made you believe that The 
Man Who Laughs would be successful as a 
musical?
I was confident that the message of the work, 
“The paradise of the rich is made out of the 
hell of the poor,” was relevant to the society 
of our time. I felt that I understood why Victor 
Hugo once confessed that he would not be 
able to write a work better than The Man 
Who Laughs . In particular, the characters 
were extremely clear.  Good characters 
tend to sell better than good stories these 
days, don’t they? Gwynplaine and Dea are 
characters we had never seen before. I came 
to be more confident about my decision after 
the workshop. The entrance of the blind 
girl, Dea, on the stage made me feel so sad. 
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Even during our workshop, we all shed tears 
as soon as this innocent character entered 
the stage because she was born only to be 
unhappy. Gwynplaine is the character with 
a mouth carved into a permanent grin. He 
is a character full of energy with which he 
surpasses ordinary human beings, just like, 
for example, Sweeney Todd, Phantom, or 
Dracula. So, I thought that the role of such a 
character, who reveals his true self through 
his physical appearance, would be coveted by 
ambitious actors around the world. 
What were the musical pieces Frank 
Wildhorn wrote as soon as he saw the 
movie?
It was the overture that he wrote first. We first 
heard it when Frank performed for us at the 
place we prepared after the audition for Mata 
Hari. It was based on a scene of a rainstorm 
that he had pictured in his mind, and it drew 
me to the work. He also played the melodic 
pieces for Ursus.
The stage set of The Man Who Laughs is 
not only luxurious, but perfectly matches 
the sensibil ity of  the work,  drawing 
enthusiastic responses from critics as 
well as the general audience.
We had fierce discussions before deciding on 
the concept. We collected a huge number of 
images of stage sets that reminded us of a 
grinning man, and displayed them on all the 
walls and floors of our offices and meeting 
room. We then selected a single image of a 
grin that was comparable to the scars left by 
paper cuts. As the stage becomes filled with 
scars, the poor people allow the scars to be 
naturally revealed to the eyes of others, while 

the rich and powerful people try to hide their 
scars, often creating spectacles that are 
absurd to look at. 
What number do you think best represents 
The Man Who Laughs?
I  t h i n k  eve r y  m u s i c a l  h a s  a  s o n g  t h a t 
overshadows all others, like “Rebecca” in 
Rebecca . In The Man Who Laughs , I think 
the most powerful song would be that of the 
same title, “The Man Who Laughs.” I loved, 
and still do, its main melody. For the lyrics, 
however, I would pick “Open Your Eyes” and 
“I Could Change the World.” Frank once told 
me that the melodies and lyrics of these 
songs would go perfectly with national 
celebrations and major events such as the 
Olympics. “The Man Who Laughs” is a great 
song that expresses the main character of 
the musical and his situation extremely well. 
The violin tunes depicting the emotional 
atmosphere hovering over the traveling 
troupe are so powerful that they instantly 
draw the audience deep into Gwynplaine’s 
hard, sorrowful life in the troupe. 
Are there any other songs you would like 
to tell us about?
Frank sometimes wrote music inspired by 
the voice of an actor playing a certain role. 
Duchess Josiana’s song, “The Monster in 
Me,” for example, hadn’t been written even by 
the time the rehearsal began. Frank thought 
that the Duchess’ earlier song was not good 
enough and that he needed a song bursting 
with emotion. The song thus created during 
the last phase of rehearsal was “The Monster 
in Me,” and it was written to make the most 
of the vocal styles of Shin Young-sook and 
Jeong Sun-ah.
What do you think is the most important 
scene in The Man Who Laughs?
A large majority of our audiences so far have 
liked the Senate scene. Even the audience 
members who don’t  know much about 
our musical immediately understand that 
the Senate scene is based on the motif of 
the grinning mouth of Gwynplaine. For the 
audience, it is more enjoyable and fulfilling 
to explore hidden meanings and messages 

that aesthetically materialize on the stage. 
There is a scene where Gwynplaine sings 
two songs consecutively, “Open Your Eyes” 
and “The Man Who Laughs,” in the middle of 
his long speech. The actor playing the role 
thus found it hard to do that scene, but the 
director insisted that the two songs needed 
to be sung successively because doing so 
made the performance incredibly impactful 
for the audience. As for the visual effects, the 
scene of the traveling troupe’s performance 
is particularly important. When Ursus and 
his actors give their first performance, the 
audience becomes immersed in what is 
happening on the stage almost instantly. 
At f irst,  we were worried,  for example, 
that the scene in which Ursus gives a fake 
performance after Gwynplaine vanishes might 
appear immature to the audience. Thankfully, 
however, the harmony between the music, 
lighting and other theatrical elements made it 
an excellent theatrical moment.  
When you chose the actors for your 
musical, what factors did you pay the most 
attention to?
I t  may not be relevant to the my thical 
characters, such as Gwynplaine, but we 
thought that the personality of each actor 
needed to match the character so that he or 
she would be easily drawn to it. For Ursus, for 
example, we thought that the actor playing 
the role should have a warm voice so that he 
could ensure the audience that he is like a 
caring father on the inside but rather tough 
on the outside. For the actor playing Dea, we 
thought that her acting was more important 
than her singing. Her acting needed to be so 
good that her appearance on the stage alone 
would make the audience shed tears. For 
Gwynplaine, we thought that his role should 
be taken by one of the top actors of our time. 
I believed that any actor who could sing and 
act would desire this role.
A licensed performance of your musical 
was staged in April 2019. What difference 
is there between the production in Korea 
and that in Japan?
There is no significant difference between 

the two. There were slight changes made 
according to the characteristics of the actors 
concerned. The Korean version of Ursus does 
not weep, at least outwardly, pretending to 
be strong while being fragile on the inside. On 
the contrary, Ursus in Japan wept constantly. 
We found that the Japanese actor playing 
Ursus was so tenderhearted personally, so 
we decided to let him play the part more like 
himself. The Japanese audience loved the 
Ursus character portrayed that way. Ursus’ 
death scene in the Japanese production 
was presented in a very moving manner and, 
while the Korean production also maintained 
the same vein, I personally thought that 
the Japanese scene was expressed more 
plausibly.
Your musical may be appealing to overseas 
audiences, too.
Our work has been particularly well received in 
China. The reason may be that the message 
about the conflict between the poor and the 
rich is more appealing in a socialist society. 
Victor Hugo’s statement reflected in our 
musical, “The paradise of the rich is made 
out of the hell of the poor,” however, has 
often made the performance a subject of 
censorship. It is not a comfortable subject in 
a capitalist society either. Our musical is, of 
course, based on a work of classic literature 
but, fortunately, its message is still relevant 
to the times we live in today. 
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MUSICAL  NUMBER

ACT1

M1. OPENING

M2. IT’S A CRUEL WORLD 

M3. THE GARDEN PARTY

M3A. UNCORKER OF THE BOTTLE

M3B. DARK SIDE OF TOWN

M4. STEP RIGHT UP

M5. CHAOS VANQUISHED

M6. ANGELS IN THE TREES

M6A. DUEL/THE MAN WHO LAUGHS

M6B. WHAT IS THIS FEELING?

M7. AT THE PALACE

M7A. THE LETTER

M7B. AT THE PALACE PLAYOFF

M8. I SEE MYSELF IN YOU

M8A. THE MONSTER IN ME

M9. CAN IT BE?

M10. WHERE ARE YOU?/ LORD DAVID’S SEDUCTION

M11. THE RIGHT TO BE HAPPY

M12. DROWN YOUR TEARS

M13. YOU ARE MY EVERYTHING

M14. THE HOUSE OF TEARS

M15. IT IS NOT TRUE!

ACT2

M16. LULLABY REPRISE

M17. ALL OF THIS IS YOURS

M17A. ALL OF THIS IS YOURS REPRISE

M18. HOUSE OF TEARS REPRISE

M18A. IT’S A CRUEL WORLD REPRISE/LAMENT

M19. DON’T SAY A WORD

M19A. HER MAJESTY PROCLAIMS

M19B. THE MONSTER IN ME-TAG

M20. AT THE PALACE REPRISE

M21. THE SHOW MUST NOT GO ON

M21A. YOU ARE MY EVERYTHING REPRISE

M22. FRAGILE IS THE HEART

M23. MONTAGE : WHO AM I

M24. I COULD CHANGE THE WORLD

M24A. SWORDFIGHT

M25. THE RIGHT TO BE HAPPY REPRISE

M26. LORDS OF THE LAND/WE ARE THE 1%

M27. OPEN YOUR EYES

M28. THE MAN WHO LAUGHS

M29. LIFE MOVES ON

M30. FINALE ACT TWO

M31. CAN IT BE REPRISE

M2. 

M6. 
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REVIEW

T h e  m u s i c  o f  T h e  M a n  W h o  L a u g h s , 
presented by the music directors, Jason 
H ow l a n d  a n d  K i m  M o o n - j u n g ,  d e l i ve rs 
messages appropriate to each situation. 
Their music is sometimes sweet and other 
times explosive, bringing the performers’ 
singing voices into sharp relief and effectively 
expressing the emotional states of the 
characters.

Heo Seol-hui, My Daily

It seemed that the audience was fascinated 
more by the scene-changing techniques 
than by the scale of the work. The techniques 
mes meri ze d th e  audi ence con stan tl y, 
seamlessly shifting from scenes of the 
bril l iance and luxury of the aristocratic 
society to scenes of the dark, sordid living 
conditions of the poor, represented by the 
traveling troupe.

Yu Ju-hyeon, The JoongAng Sunday

The music of The Man Who Laughs was more 
colorful than that of its predecessor, Mata 
Hari . It fills the hearts of the audience with 
songs of majesty, elegance, romanticism, 
and heroism, reflecting the intension of the 
composer, Frank Wildhorn, who once stated 
that he “wanted a Gothic atmosphere and a 
great variety of colors.”

Jang Byeong-ho, Edaily

It would not be an overstatement to say 
that the stage leads the performance in this 
musical. The audience is mesmerized by the 
fantastic scenes that unfold before their 
eyes for 170 minutes. What hits audience 
members first when they enter the theater is 
the mouth of Gwynplaine carved into a grin 
depicted on the front curtain. Their eyes are 
then gradually guided to the chair of Duchess 
Josiana and seats of the Senators. 

Jo Yu-gyeong, Sports Donga

Production History
Korea
July 10 - August 26, 2018 Opera Theater, Seoul Arts Center (capacity: 2,556 seats)
September 5 - November 4, 2018 Interpark Hall, Blue Square (capacity: 1,776 seats)
January 9 - March 1, 2020 Opera Theater, Seoul Arts Center (capacity: 2,556 seats)

Overseas
April 9-29, 2019 Nissay Theatre, Tokyo (capacity: 1,300 seats)
February 2022 (scheduled) Imperial Theater, Tokyo (capacity:1,897 seats)

Awards
2018 7th Yegreen Musical Awards: Best Musical, Best Actor (Park Hyo-shin), Best New Actor (Park Gang-
hyeon), Best Director (Robert Johanson), Best Stage Artist (Oh Pil-young), and Popularity Award (Min Kyung-
ah and Suho)
2018 6th Edaily Culture Awards: First Prize in Musical category
2018 3rd Korea Musical Awards: Grand Prize, Best Actor (Park Hyo-shin), and Best Staging Techniques (Oh 
Pil-young)
2019 14th Golden Ticket Awards: Golden Ticket Grand Award, Best Musical, Best Actor (Park Hyo-shin), and 
Best Actress (Shin Young-sook) 

Introduction to the Production Company
One of Korea’s leading musical theatre production companies, EMK Musical Company first appeared on 
Korea’s musical scene in 2009 as the co-producer of The Three Musketeers. Since then, the company has 
been successful in introducing Korean theatergoers to European musicals originating from Austria and 
the Czech Republic, such as Mozart! (2010) and Elisabeth (2012), thus serving as an antidote to Korean 
musicals, which had been overwhelmed by influences from the West End and Broadway theaters. The 
company began to produce blockbuster musicals every year from 2016, starting with Mata Hari (2016) and 
including The Man Who Laughs (2018) and Xcalibur (2019). Today, the company produces over four musicals 
every year, making it Korea’s most productive player in the domestic musical industry. Its major works 
include Mozart! (2010), Elisabeth (2011), Monte Cristo (2011), Rudolf (2012), and Rebecca (2013). 

CONTACT US

HOMEPAGE http://www.emkmusical.com
TEL 02-6391-6333
E-MAIL emkmusical@emkm.co.kr
ADDRESS 5F Bldg. Soom, 176 Nonhyun-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

PRODUCTION  HISTORY
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ALONG WITH THE GODS : 
THE AFTERWORLD

HIGHLIGHT CLIP

The musical Along with the Gods: The Afterworld  was 
adapted from the Naver webtoon of the same name 
created by Joo Ho-min. This wildly popular webtoon was 
serialized twice a week for three years starting in 2010 and 
introduced its readers to both the familiar and esoteric 
aspects of the Eastern afterlife. Through its various 
characters, it used the subject matter of death to shed 
light on human life. It was first premiered as a musical in 
2015 by the Seoul Performing Arts Company (SPAC). Movie 
versions later followed, with Along with the Gods: The Two 
Worlds and Along with the Gods: The Last 49 Days being 
released in 2017 and 2018, respectively. 
The musical adaptation of Along with the Gods: The 
Afterworld is faithful to the webtoon original. Kim Ja-hong 
is an ordinary office worker who dies before he turns 40 
and is transported to the world of the afterlife, where he 
must pass through seven gates of judgment in seven 
weeks and face trials for the sins he committed during his 
life. Fortunately, he is accompanied and defended by Jin 
Gi-han, a pro bono lawyer who dreams of a just underworld 
where no one is accused of crimes they did not commit. 
In a parallel plot, three chasa (messengers of death) 
are sent by Yeomra (god of the underworld) to fetch the 
vindictive ghost of Yoo Sung-yun, who refuses to enter 
the afterworld out of anger over the injustices he suffered 
while living. When the chasa discover that Yoo had been 
cruelly murdered, they set out to create a hell on Earth for 
the perpetrators of the crime. Through these two stories, 
the musical presents its simple but important theme: if 
you commit sin in life, you will be punished in death.
The narrative moves back and forth between the world of 
the living and the world of the dead (the afterworld) and 
makes references to reincarnation. The ring-shaped ramp 
stage is a symbolic reference to the cyclical nature of life 
and death and is plastered with newspapers to represent 
the sins and karma of the present world. Meanwhile, the 
80-square-meter LED panels in the middle of the stage 
floor project fiery images of an imaginary hell. All seven 
realms of hell are portrayed differently using distinctive 
sounds and light effects, and the two distinct plots, one 
taking place in this world, and the other taking place in 
the afterworld, are linked by the dual stage. The SPAC 
always delivers high-quality performances, and the actors 
amazed audiences with their accurate portrayals of their 
comic strip counterparts. 

PRODUCED BY 
SEOUL PERFORMING ARTS 
COMPANY
BASED ON 'ALONG WITH THE 
GODS' BY Joo Ho-Min

BOOK & LYRICS
Jung, Young
COMPOSER & ARRANGEMENT
Park, Sung-Il
DIRECTOR
Kim, Dong-Yeon
ADAPTOR
Sung, Jae-Joon
MUSIC DIRECTOR
Shin, Eun-Kyung
CHOREOGRAPHER 
Noh, Jung-Sik
MARTIAL ARTS DIRECTOR
Suh, Jung-Joo
SCENIC DESIGNER 
Park, Dong-Woo
PROJECTION DESIGNER
Jung, Jae-Jin
LIGHTING DESIGNER 
Koo, Yoon-Young
SOUND DESIGNER 
Yang, Seok-Ho
COSTUME DESIGNER 
Min, Cheon-Hong
WIG & MAKEUP DESIGNER 
Baek, Ji-Young
PROPS DESIGNER
Kim, Sang-Hee

Total Cast 33 
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INTERVIEW

Playw
right Jung Young

Questions about My Life 
Along with the Gods: The Afterworld

Joo Ho-min’s webtoon Along with the Gods 
uses the background of the afterworld, the 
place you enter after death, to talk about 
human life and existence. Due to its unique 
setting and sympathetic storytelling, the 
work was adapted into many different genres, 
including: cinema, theater, and even video 
games. The musical Along with the Gods: 
The Afterworld  was highly praised for its 
faithfulness to the original work as well as 
its successful staging. We met playwright 
Jung Young, who brilliantly transformed Joo’s 
webtoon universe into 160 minutes of musical 
theater.

The webtoon Along with the Gods  had 
record-breaking popularity, but it seems 
you read the work only after you were 
commissioned to write the musical script. 
I admit I hadn’t known much about it. The 
first thing I did after meeting the producers 
was go to the bookstore and buy all eight 
volumes of the comic book set. (Laughter) 
I read the entire series: The Afterworld, The 
Living World, and The Mythical World. They 
were all heart-warming stories. Joo Ho-min’s 
afterworld is approachable to audiences 

because it’s not so different from ours, with 
its Hellbucks coffee shops and pro bono 
lawyers. I thought the Korean backdrop would 
be good dramatic material for the SPAC’s 
repertoire. Since no one has actually been 
to the afterworld and lived to talk about it, 
I also saw a fabulous opportunity to let my 
imagination run free on stage.    
What did you find most attractive about 
this project?
I liked the justice and warm humanity of the 
stories. Along with the Gods is a legal drama in 
which Kim Ja-hong must pass through seven 
gates of judgment. I think legal dramas are 
popular because there is so much injustice 
in the real world, and people who commit 
crimes don’t always get the punishment 
they deserve. Most people don’t dream of 
winning the lottery, have unreasonably high 
hopes, or wish for amazing strokes of luck; 
they just want be to treated fairly, get their 
due, and not be exploited. Along with the 
Gods: The Afterworld is about getting tried in 
court upon death for the sins of one’s past. I 
felt that people who got dealt a bad hand in 
life shouldn’t have to face injustice even in 
death. I wanted people to watch this musical 
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and think, “If the afterworld is fair and just like 
that, I wouldn’t mind going there after I die.”
The musical ultimately has the same 
theme as the original webtoon, but I feel 
that the 2015 musical production placed 
greater focus on the character of Kim Ja-
hong. 
I liked the fact that Kim Ja-hong is just an 
ordinary guy. He’s probably the only character 
that audiences can relate to. The more 
we get to know about his inner thoughts 
and past experiences, the more we end up 
sympathizing with him. In the first run, using 
the example of Kim Ja-hong’s salvation, I 
wanted to tell audiences to “be good.” But as 
the years went by, my point of view started to 
shift slightly. In modern society, it’s not easy 
for people to be good—so it didn’t seem fair 
to demand exemplary behavior from them. 
That’s why the lawyer Jin Gi-han and his kind 
nature became more endearing to me, and I 
ended up giving him more lines and numbers. 
I felt that the world needed stories about kind 
lawyers being rewarded, and since the theme 
of this work is justice, I hoped lots of sinners 
would come watch the show and change their 
ways. (Laughter)
What do you mean when you say the work 
is “humanist”?
I discovered this in the relationships between 
the characters. Along with the Gods  is a 
legal drama, but it’s also a travel story. Gi-han 
and Ja-hong spend 49 days together and 
become friends while overcoming various 
obstacles. Admittedly, Gi-han’s skills as a 
lawyer seem very slipshod as the two pass 
through the gates of hell. But seeing him work 

so earnestly and whole-heartedly to defend 
Ja-hong made me think, “Hey, I wish I had 
a lawyer like that.” The same holds true for 
Gang-lim and the ghost. At first, Gang-lim is a 
strong man, or rather, angel of principle who 
is fiercely determined to bring the ghost back 
to the afterlife. However, when the death 
angel learns about the bitter injustice the 
ghost had endured, he decides to help him 
get retribution on Earth. It’s really amazing 
how these heartwarming stories can be told 
in the arena of death. 
In addition to Along with the Gods: The 
Afterworld , you adapted many other 
stories into musicals, such as Midnight 
Diner (Simya Sikdang) and The Devotion 
of Suspect  X [by Keigo Higashino]. As a 
writer, what aspects of such projects do 
you find most troublesome?
About 70 to 80 percent of my time is spent 
analyzing the original work. I agree to do a 
musical adaptation when I like the message 
and characters of the original story, because 
if I  misunderstand the original author’s 
intentions, so will the audience. That’s why I 
ponder endlessly about why the writer wrote 
in the particular way he or she did. To me, 
the most important thing is not to harm the 
original work. The same thing holds true for 
characterization. In this project, it was easier 
to develop the characters because I had the 
cartoon drawings to refer to. 
I found something really interesting about our 
cast. Usually, when we use double or triple 
casting for a role, each actor brings a different 
feel to the character. But in our musical, all 
the actors simply became Jin Gi-han and 
Kim Ja-hong. The costumes and makeup 
were fantastic and played a part in bringing 
the characters to life. However, I believe the 
actors were able to personify the characters 
successfully because the characters were 
so accurately developed and portrayed in the 
original webtoon.
In Along with the Gods: The Afterworld , 
there are two intersecting stories: Kim Ja-
hong’s trial and Gang-lim’s ghost hunt. 
How did you overcome the limitations 

of time and space that a musical stage 
presents? 
I  interpreted Along with the Gods: The 
Afterworld as a human-centered drama with 
interesting contrasts that could be actively 
developed. For example, I saw a contrast 
between the scholarly lawyer Gi-han and 
warrior death angel Gang-lim. In the third 
run (2018), I asked director Dong-yeon [Kim] 
to dramatize this contrast by highlighting 
the image of reincarnation flowers (bone 
flowers “ppyeo-sari kkot” and flesh flowers 
“sal-sari kkot,” which regenerate the human 
body) for Jin Gi-han and the magical tiger’s 
sword (“sa-in gum,” a thunderous blade of 
destruction) for Gang-lim. This dual contrast 
also exists between the two gods Jijang 
Bosal and Yeomra, whom I think are like 
soulmates. Jijang wants to save humans from 
damnation through enlightenment, while 
Yeomra thinks punishment is necessary for 
human repentance. The two gods have the 
same objective: they don’t want people to 
go to hell, but their approaches are totally 
different. That’s why the two stories can be 
tied together on the same stage. Another 
fun advantage of the musical genre is that 
two songs with different lyrics can be sung 
together. 
It  seems that the script  for  a  stage 
play should be written from a director’s 
perspective. 
T h e  m u s i c a l  g en re  co m b i n e s  s o  m a ny 
different artistic forms. To make a great 
show, it’s important to find the most optimal 
combination.  Take the seven gates of 
judgment, for example. Each gate has a 
different signif icance, so they must be 
presented in visually different ways that the 
audience can immediately understand. In 
comic books, the characters’ inner feelings 
have to be shown through the drawings, but 
in musicals, they can be more easily depicted 
through the songs and music. When I write for 
a musical, I find it very helpful to constantly 
imagine what the stage will look like.

There were three different productions, 
and you worked with three different 
directors. That’s quite unusual.
I  t h i n k  t h e  wo r k  g o t  b e t te r  ea c h  t i m e 
because I continued to find and resolve the 
dilemmas I had regarding the production. 
My interpretation of the work changes little 
by little as we go along, and I end up working 
harder. We keep making adjustments despite 
the limited time frame. I hope things will be 
more settled and relaxed in later productions. 
Although this musical no longer needs big 
changes, it still needs minor tweaks so that 
the audience can follow it more smoothly. 
What would you like audiences to think 
about after watching Along with the Gods: 
The Afterworld? 
Justice. I say justice, because I have hope 
and faith that the world can change for the 
better. Being nice and good is one of many 
ways to live life. If I have a dream about the 
ideal world, it’s important to think about what 
I must do in order to make it happen. In the 
real world, there is a continuous cycle of hope 
and despair. However, society continues 
to change for the better, slowly but surely. 
Perhaps watching this musical will cause 
someone to change, and that someone is a 
member of society. When enough members 
of society change, even just a little, society 
begins to change. Of course, some things will 
never change. That’s why it’s important to 
hold onto hope and carry on.
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MUSICAL  NUMBER

ACT1

M1. Round and round and back again _ Chasa Trio, dead spirits.

M2. That only happens in the movies _ Kim Ja-hong, Jin Gi-

han, lawyers

M3. I will find you. _ Chasa Trio

M4. The 1st Hell: Bridge of Blades _ BGM

M5. Evil Spirit in the Rain _ BGM

M6. Over There, Across the River _ Jin Gi-han, 

Kim Ja-hong, dead spirits

M7. The Chasa’s Path _ Chasa Trio

M8. The 2nd Hell: Hell of Fire, Soul of Flames _ BGM

M8-a. Pitch Black World _ Kim Ja-hong

M9. Pitch Black World _ Yoo Sung-yun, Deok-choon, Kim Ja-hong

M10. Seocheon Botanical Garden _ BGM

M11. If you would smile again _ Jin Gi-han

M12. The 3rd Hell: Icicle Canyon, Ice Spirits _ Ice spirits

M13. Not Afraid of the Celestial World _ Yoo Sung-yun

M14. Nail to the Heart _ Emperor Song-je, judges 

M15. I Can No Longer Go Back _ Kim Ja-hong

M15-a. Evil Spirit _ BGM

ACT2

M16. I’ll Go For You _ Chasa Trio), Jin Gi-han, Kim Ja-hong, 

Yeomra, Jijang Bosal

M17. Evil Spirit, Tremendous Power _ BGM

M18. Tonight, My Tiger Sword _ Gang-lim

M19. The 4th Hell: The Balance Scale of Sin _ Emperor 

Ogwan, judges, Jin Gi-han, Kim Ja-hong

M20. Isn’t He a God? _ Gang-lim., Deok-choon, Jin Gi-han, 

Kim Ja-hong

M21. The 5th Hell: The Torment of Tongues _ BGM

M22. The Deadly Tongue Farm _ Yeomra, farmers, 

Jin Gi-han, Kim Ja-hong

M22-a. The Deadly Tongue Farm _ Yeomra

M23. Where is the Exit? _ BGM

M24. The Infinite Agony of Hell _ Gang-lim

M25. The 7th Hell: Saw Pit, Let’s Go Sin _ Emperor Taesan, judges

M26. Moans in Search of the Gods– Jin Gi-han

M27. Path of Dreams _ Gang-lim

M28. The Years I’ve Lived _ Kim Ja-hong

M29. Round and round and back again (Reprise) _ BGM

M30. If you would smile again (Reprise) _ Chorus

M1. M16. 
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REVIEW

The flashy lights, spine-tingling music, and 
brisk scene changes left me breathless 
and made me think I was watching a movie. I 
couldn’t take my eyes off the stage. SPAC’s 
sparkling Korean dance group choreography 
deserves special recognition.

Yu Seok-jae, Chosun Ilbo

The ring-shaped ramp stage plays a pivotal 
role in depicting the Korean concepts of 
reincarnation and afterlife. The double-floor 
stage signifies that the world of the living and 
the world of the dead are interconnected and 
not so different from each other. At the same 
time, it is a reference to the two plots, Kim Ja-
hong’s trial and Gang-lim’s ghost hunt.    

Kim Eun-jung, Herald POP

The rhythm of a musical stage is swift. One 
bad scene, and the audience quickly loses 
interest. The producers of Along with the 
Gods utilize this characteristic to create a 
performance that is even more comic and 
fast-paced than a comic strip. 

Jung Ji-Hye, Korea Economy TV (wowtv.co.kr)

Skillful acting and intuitive directing combined 
to relay the powerful messages of salvation, 
punishment, and poetic justice. 

Koo Yuna, Money Today

When I hear the word “musical,” the first thing 
that comes to mind is a Western period drama 
set to grand orchestration. Here, however, 
much effort was made to create something 
unique. For example, this musical showcased 
a variety of genres, including ballads and 
country music. 

Lee Jae-hoon, Newsis

An important factor of Along with the Gods: 
The Afterworld was the different renditions 
of hell. Each of the seven afterworlds was 
expressed through different costumes 
and dances to create a marvelous fantasy. 
The prisoners trapped in hell performed a 
tortuous modern dance…

Chae Hyo-won, Oh My News

Production History
July 1-12, 2015 Seoul Arts Center, CJ Towol Theater (capacity: 1,004 seats)
June 30 to July 22, 2017 Seoul Arts Center, CJ Towol Theater (capacity: 1,004 seats)
March 27 to April 15, 2018 Seoul Arts Center, CJ Towol Theater (capacity: 1,004 seats)

Awards
2015 4th Yegreen Musical Awards: Best Designer (Jung Jae-jin) 
2017 2nd Korea Musical Awards: Best Choreography (Cha Jin-yoeb)

Introduction to the Production Company
The Seoul Performing Arts Company was initially founded in 1986 as a public organization under the name 
of “88 Seoul Performing Arts Company.” SPAC has created original musicals based on Korean history from 
the Goguryeo, division of the Korean peninsula, to contemporary times, and borrows from traditional art, 
music, and dance. The 40-member musical and dance team delivers high-caliber performances that touch 
the hearts and uplift the spirits of modern audiences. It stages three to four new productions every year, 
including the hits Shooting at the Moon, Yun Dong-ju (2012), Lost Face 1895 (2013), Along with the Gods: 
The Afterworld, (2015), and Darwin Young’s The Origin of Evil (2018), and Fly Like A Butterfly (2019). 

CONTACT US

HOMEPAGE http://www.spac.or.kr
TEL 02-523-0984~7
E-MAIL spacpd2@spac.or.kr
ADDRESS   2F MUSIC HALL SEOUL ARTS CENTER, NAMBUSUNHWAN-RO, SEOCHO-GU, 

SEOUL,KOREA

PRODUCTION  HISTORY
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MUSICAL DIRECTORY OF KOREA

KOREA ARTS MANAGEMENT 
SERVICE
The Korea Arts Management Service 
(KAMS)  was founded in  2006 to 
provide comprehensive and systemic 
support for revitalizing distribution 
of the arts and strengthening art 
organizations. It engages in distribution 
of the performing arts, provision of 
support to help organizations debut 
overseas, conducting of projects to 
promote and create a foundation for 
visual arts distribution, and building of 
an industrial foundation for the arts. 
KAMS is working to broaden the scope 
of its support, such as by publishing 
research reports on arts management, 
supervising the Performing Arts Market 
in Seoul (PAMS) and Seoul Performing 
Arts Festival (SPAF), and operating a 
comprehensive digital network for the 
performing arts.

WEB http://www.gokams.or.kr

ARTS COUNCIL KOREA
Arts Council Korea was founded in 2005, 
based on the belief that art has the 
power to change lives, for the purpose 
of funding projects/activities for the 
promotion of culture and the arts. Its 
projects span all areas of culture and 
the arts, including literature, visual arts, 
performing arts, and interdisciplinary 
arts. It oversees diverse cultural projects 
(e.g. support for creation, culture 
welfare, revitalization of sponsorship, 
education) and provides funding for the 
creation of works of performing art.

WEB https://www.arko.or.kr

ORGANIZATION

CJ CULTURAL FOUNDATION  
CJ Cultural Foundation was founded 
in 2006, under the group's philosophy 
of "No culture, no country". It has 
expanded the foundat ion for  the 
cultural  industry by fulf i l l ing the 
dreams of young creators through 
several programs such as ‘TUNE UP’, 
‘STORY UP’, ‘STAGE UP’, and ‘CJ AZIT’ 
supporting young creators in music, film 
and performances, thereby contributing 
to building a healthy cultural ecosystem.

WEB https://www.cjazit.org

WOORAN FOUNDATION
T h e  W o o r a n  F o u n d a t i o n  w a s 
established in 2014 to carry on the 
legacy of Wooran(友蘭) Park Gye-hee, 
the founder of Walkerhill Art Museum, 
who aspired to create a liberal space 
of arts and culture where people can 
freely engage in creative activities 
and grow themselves. In order to lead 
change, we have been provided an ideal 
environment where people can continue 
experiments with subject matters which 
are not familiar to us and presented 
quality contents which are recognized 
for their artistic values even though 
they are not commercially successful. 
We aim to create a sustainable arts and 
culture ecosystem where diverse artistic 
values can coexist.

WEB http://www.wooranfdn.org

PANTONE

CMYK

KOREA CREATIVE CONTENT AGENCY
The Korea Creative Content Agency 
(KOCCA) is an institution founded in 
May 2009 that integrates and combines 
the functions of five content industry-
related institutions, including the 
Korea Broadcasting Institute, Korea 
Culture and Content Agency, and Korea 
Game Industry Agency. The KOCCA 
strives to promote Korean content 
(comics, webtoons, animated films, 
characters, games, musicals, fashion, 
dramas, K-pop, etc.) worldwide. It 
also takes on a wide range of roles for 
the revitalization of Korean content, 
including not only cultivating personnel 
and publishing basic resources (white 
papers, status surveys, etc.), but also 
funding organizations that wish to 
expand overseas, holding contests 
and awards events,  and bui lding 
infrastructure for content production.

WEB http://www.kocca.kr

KOREAN CULTURE AND ARTS 
CENTERS ASSOCIATION
The Korean Culture and Arts Centers 
Association (KoCACA) was founded in 
1996 to promote culture and the arts: 
namely, by achieving the balanced 
development of culture/arts institutions 
and inter-organizational cooperation 
(through distribution of the performing 
arts) and funding cultural activities 
for the general public with a focus on 
the socially-underprivileged. It was 
converted into a legal corporation in 
2012 and is now affiliated with the 
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. 
The KoCACA engages in projects that 
promote cooperation among culture/arts 
institutions, train arts personnel, and 
conduct industry surveys and research.

WEB http://www.kocaca.or.kr

BI

블러썸 로고 컬러값
CJ RED 
PRINT PANTONE RED 032, CMYK 0/90/77/0
DIGITAL RGB 239/21/30, #EF151E

CJ BLUE 
PRINT PANTONE 285C, CMYK 90/40/0/0
DIGITAL RGB 0/110/205, #006ECD

CJ RED 
PRINT PANTONE 1375C, CMYK 0/43/93/0
DIGITAL RGB 255/151/0, #FF9700

KOREA MUSICAL 
THEATRE ASSOCIATION
The Korea Musical Theatre Association 
(KMTA) is an organization that all 
those who are employed in the musical 
i n d u s t r y — i n c l u d i n g  p r o d u c e r s , 
creators,  stage staff,  actors,  and 
performance venue operators—are 
members of. Founded in the 1990s, 
the KMTA existed in name only until 
2006, when it was restructured to take 
on its current responsibilities. Today, 
the KMTA is primarily occupied with 
building a foundation for revitalizing 
and cultivating personnel for Korean 
musicals. Having previously supervised 
the Seoul Musical Festival, which was 
made up of several smaller events 
( academic  con fe rences ,  awards 
ceremony, concert, etc.), it currently 
supervises the Korea Musical Awards 
and operates the K Musical Academy to 
cultivate staff for the musical industry.

WEB https://kmusical.kr

YEGREEN MUSICAL AWARDSE
The  Yegreen  Mus ica l  Awards  i s 
operated by the Junggu Cultural 
Foundation (Chungmu Arts Center) and 
Yegreen Musical Awards Organizing 
Committee to promote the consistent 
development of Korea’s musical industry 
and recognize the efforts of musical 
personnel. It was begun in 2012 as 
part of the Seoul Musical Festival 
and became an independent event in 
2016. The awards recognize people 
and musicals that were influential in 
the previous year. The recipient of the 
highest honor, the Yegreen Grand Prize, 
is added to the Hall of Fame that is 
housed in the lobby of the Chungmu 
Arts Center.

WEB http://www.caci.or.kr/

KOREA ASSOCIATION OF 
PERFORMING ARTS PRODUCERS
The Korea Association of Performing 
Arts Producers was founded in 2004 to 
enhance the quality and promote the 
development of Korea’s performing arts 
(plays, musicals, etc.) and build a better 
environment for performance production 
by establishing a stronger foundation for 
planning and production and protecting/
encouraging exchanges among musical 
personnel. The association is currently 
made up of approximately 180 members 
and supervises university theater 
productions and musical festivals 
with sponsorship from Hyundai Motor 
Company.

WEB http://kapap.co.kr

KOREA MUSICAL AWARDS
T h e  K o r e a  M u s i c a l  A w a r d s  i s 
supervised by the Korea Musical 
Theatre Association and was held for 
the first time in 2017. The judging is 
divided into two sections (preliminary 
and finals) and done jointly, from 
selecting candidates to naming the final 
winners, by a panel of 200 experts who 
are or have experience working in the 
musical industry and a vetted panel of 
100 musical theater-goers via online 
vote. The event is open to all musicals, 
actors, and staff who worked or were 
featured in a particular year without 
distinction between original creations 
and licensed musicals.

WEB https://awards.kmusical.kr

EDAILY CULTURE AWARDS
The Edaily Culture Awards, which 
began in 2013, is Edaily’s broadest 
award ceremony in culture and the 
arts, encompassing all genres. The 
judging is done by nine judges each 
in six categories (theater, classical 
music, dance, traditional Korean music, 
musical, and concert). The artwork and/
or artist of the year is selected from a 
pool of recommended artworks from the 
first and second halves of the year.

WEB http://culture.edaily.co.kr

ASSOCIATION

AWARDS

KOREAN ASSOCIATION OF 
MUSICAL PRODUCERS
The Korean Association of Musical 
Producers (KAMP) will be launched 
in November 2021 as an independent 
council of musical producers that 
aims to respond to problems caused 
by the COVID-19 pandemic.  With 
the purpose of putting in place an 
industrial foundation for the musical 
market, the KAMP will pursue various 
tasks, including: developing support 
policies for the production of musicals 
to make the Korean musical industry 
more competitive globally, establishing 
musical-related networks and systems, 
conduct ing musical  creat ion and 
related educational programs, securing 
investments and carrying out funding 
projects to make production companies 
more  f inanc ia l l y  s tab le ,  host ing 
events and award ceremonies, and 
providing opportunities for socially-
underprivileged individuals to attend 
musical performances.

WEB  http://www.
kmusicalproducers.com
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D-CUBE ARTS CENTER
This is the largest performance venue in 
southwestern Seoul. Built by Daesung 
Group in 2011, it is also located at the 
highest elevation (among such venues) 
in Korea and housed in D-Cube City, a 
multipurpose commercial facility.

Year opened: 2011
No. of seats: 1,242
Major performances: Billy Elliot, 
Mamma Mia!, Chicago, Gwanghwamun 
Sonata, etc.

ADDRESS  Kyeong-in ro 662, Guro-gu 
Seoul, Korea

WEB http://www.d3art.co.kr

CHARLOTTE THEATER
This is Korea’s first musical-exclusive 
theater,  opened in 2006 by Lotte 
Group for the advancement of Korean 
musicals.

Year opened: 2006
No. of seats: 1,230
Major performances: The Lion King, 
The Phantom of the Opera, Cats, 
Jekyll & Hyde, Man of La Mancha, etc.

ADDRESS  Olympic-ro 240, Songpa-gu 
Seoul, KOREA 

WEB  http://www.charlottetheater.
co.kr

KWANGLIM ARTS CENTER
Kwanglim Arts Center, located near 
Garosugil, a commercial area frequented 
by young people, is a musical-exclusive 
theater that was built in 2013 by 
Kwanglim Church. It is a 1,006-seat 
performance venue located in the center 
of Gangnam-gu.

Year opened: 2013
No. of seats: 1,006
Major performances: Mefisto, 
Napoleon, Seopyeonje, Oh! Carol, 
Sherlock Holmes 2, etc.

ADDRESS  Nonhyun-ro 163-gil 33, 
Gangnam-gu Seoul, Korea

WEB http://www.klarts.kr

CHUNGMU ARTS CENTER
This multipurpose performance venue 
was founded in 2005 by the Junggu 
Cultural Foundation. The venue’s large 
theater was originally built with 809 
seats but was remodeled in 2008 to 
accommodate 1,231 seats. In addition 
to the large theater, there are two more 
performance halls (small and medium).

Year opened: 2005
No. of seats: 1,231 (large theater), 
327 (Black, medium theater), 
258 (Blue, small theater)
Major performances: All Shook Up, 
Frankenstein, Hairspray, Don Juan, etc.

ADDRESS  Toegyero 387, Jung-gu 
Seoul, KOREA 

WEB  http://www.caci.or.kr

BLUE SQUARE
This facility was established in Hannam-
dong in 2011 by Interpark, Korea’s 
largest ticket reservation website. It is 
comprised of two buildings: Shinhancard 
Hall ,  a musical performance hall , 
and Mastercard Hall, a multipurpose 
performance hall with 1,400 seats.

Year opened: 2011
No. of seats: 1,766 (Shinhancard Hall), 
1,400 (Mastercard Hall)
Major performances: Wicked, The Man 
Who Laughs, Elisabeth: Das Musical, 
Frankenstein, Kinky Boots, etc.

ADDRESS  Itaewon-ro 294, Yongsan-gu 
Seoul, Korea 

WEB http://www.gokams.or.kr

HONGIK DAEHANGNO ART CENTER
This is a performance venue exclusively 
for musicals located in Seoul’s famous 
Daehangno district, which is known as 
a “mecca of the performing arts.” It is 
made up of the Grand Theater, which 
has 720 seats, and a smaller blackbox-
style theater, which has 150 seats.

Year opened: 2012
No. of seats: 702 (Grand Theater), 
150 (Small Theater)
Major performances: The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show, Hedwig and the Angry 
Inch, Gentleman’s Guide, Meet John 
Doe, All Shook Up, etc.

ADDRESS  Daehak-ro 57, Jongno-gu 
Seoul, Korea

WEB  http://www.hongikartcenter.
com

MUSICAL THEATRE

DAEGU INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL 
FESTIVAL
The Daegu International  Musical 
Festival, which began in 2006 as a “pre-
festival” event, is held every summer. 
It is the world’s first festival dedicated 
to musicals and has played a large role 
in establishing Daegu’s reputation as 
a city of musicals. Several sections, 
including the Official Invitee Section, 
which introduces foreign musicals, and 
the Original Creative Musical Support 
Section, which offers funding for 
Korean-composed musicals, feature a 
total of approximately 20 musicals every 
year throughout the duration of the 
festival. In addition to performances, 
the festival offers various auxiliary 
events related to musicals, such as the 
opening gala concert and Musical Star 
Date event. The festival’s final event is 
always the DIMF Award Ceremony.

WEB https://dimf.or.kr

DREAM 
THEATRE
This is a musical-exclusive theater that 
was established in 2019 in Busan’s 
Munhyeon-dong district as the largest 
facility of its kind in the greater Busan 
area. It was founded under the goal 
of introducing international content to 
Busan residents.

Year opened: 2019
No. of seats: 1,727
Major performances: The Lion King, 
School of Rock, etc.

ADDRESS  3F Jeonpo-daero 133, 
 Nam-gu Busan, Korea 
WEB  https://www.dreamtheatre.

co.kr

FESTIVAL

K-MUSICAL MARKET
K-Musical Market is a program planned 
by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism and operated by the Korea Arts 
Management Service that works to 
establish the foundations for investment 
at all stages of musical production, 
from planning/development to overseas 
distribution, with the aim of creating 
a stable environment for musical 
producers and expanding overseas 
distribution. It is comprised of pitching 
events, showcases, and networking/
information programs on musicals 
(selected via open contest) and is a 
global musical market held for the first 
time in 2021.

K-MUSICAL ROADSHOW
K-Musical Roadshow is a platform 
that was created in 2016 to revitalize 
m u s i c a l - r e l a t e d  e x c h a n g e s  a n d 
collaborations between Korea and China 
and has serviced Chinese spectators 
ever since. Since 2018, it has been held 
annually in Shanghai in the second half 
of the year (jointly with SAIC·Shanghai 
Culture Square). The event, which is 
comprised of musical showcases and 
one-on-one business meetings, has thus 
far introduced 52 Korean musicals to 
China, approximately 10 of which have 
successfully found a stable base of 
Chinese fans.

Monthly Magazine THE MUSICAL
The Musical is Korea’s only magazine 
that is entirely devoted to musicals. The 
first (trial) issue was published in July 
2000: recently, it published its 192nd 
issue. The magazine, which is both a 
scribe of the history of Korean musicals 
and a guide that helps the ordinary 
reader gain a deeper understanding 
of musicals, is also a medium that 
connects spectators with musical 
producers. Since its earliest issues, The 
Musical strived to promote the systems 
and musicals of other countries, such as 
Broadway and West End, in Korea and 
has long been a forum for discussion 
on diverse musical-related issues in 
Korea and overseas. The magazine is 
published by CLIP Service in 120 full-
color pages.

WEB  http://www.themusical.
co.kr

THEAPRO
TheApro is a non-profit data platform 
for international exchanges in the 
performing arts that is operated by 
the Korea Arts Management Service 
for the purpose of making Korea’s 
performing arts sector more competitive 
on the international stage. It gathers 
performing arts information scattered 
over many countries in one easily-
accessible place and, by providing 
regular updates on musical sectors 
worldwide, aims to revitalize the process 
by which Korean musicals find foreign 
audiences. TheApro regularly publishes 
content (in Korean and English) and 
an English-language newsletter. The 
platform itself is operated in Korean and 
English to provide important performing 
arts-related information to those 
working in relevant industries in Korea 
and overseas.

WEB http://www.theapro.kr
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